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Hadron	Structure
• Simple-most	(constituent

quark)	model	of	nucleons
(protons	and	neutrons)

• …	becomes	much	more	
complicated	once	we	
consider	the	full	
relativistic	quantum	field	
theory	called	QCD

valence quarks
sea quarks, gluons 

orbital angular momentumcorrelations

meson cloud

quark spin and motion

QCD	=	Quantum	Chromo	
Dynamics	=	theory	of	strong	
interactions	between	quarks	
and	gluons



Nuclear	Structure
• Even	more	complicated!

• Nuclei	effectively	look	like	a	
bunch	of	nucleons,	mesons,	
nucleon	resonances…
bound	together	by	the	strong	
interaction

• Ultimately,	must	be	explained	in	
terms	of	quarks	and	gluons,	as	
well!

• Quark	structure	might	be	
modified	(EMC	effect)	and	in	
turn	affects	nuclear	binding
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NN	scattering

• Basic	scattering	theory
– Asymptotic	states
– Plane	wave	plus	spherical	outgoing	wave
– Current	densities

• Observables
– Cross	section
– Polarization	observables



Example	of	NN	data	used	in	PSANucleon-nucleon interaction 18

Figure 8. The proton-proton analyzing power Ay at 9.85 MeV. The theoretical
curves are calculated with g2

π0/4π = 13.2 (dotted), 13.6 (solid, Model A), and

14.4 (dash-dot, Model D) and fit the data with a χ2/datum of 0.98, 2.02, and
9.05, respectively. The solid dots represent the data taken at Wisconsin [73].

and 14.4 (dash-dot) and fit the data with a χ2/datum of 0.98, 2.02, and 9.05,
respectively. Clearly, a small coupling constant around 13.2 is favored. Since a single
data set is not a firm basis, we have looked into all pp Ay data in the energy range
0–350 MeV. Our results are presented in table 4 where we give the χ2/datum for the
fit of the world pp Ay data below 350 MeV (subdivided into three energy ranges) for
various choices of the neutral πNN coupling constant. It is seen that the pp Ay data
at low energy, particularly in the energy range 0–17 MeV, are very sensitive to the
πNN coupling constant. A value g2

π0/4π ≤ 13.6 is clearly preferred, consistent with
what we extracted from the single data set at 9.85 MeV as well as from the 3P0 phase
shifts.

Next, we look into the np Ay data. A single sample is shown in figure 9, the np
Ay data at 12 MeV from TUNL [74]. Predictions are shown for Model A (solid line),
D (dash-dot), and E (dash-triple-dot). The charge-splitting Model E fits the data best
with a χ2/datum of 1.00 (cf. table 5). We have also considered the entire np Ay data
measured by the TUNL group [74] in the energy range 7.6–18.5 MeV (31 data) as well
as the world np Ay data in the energy ranges 0–17 MeV (120 data). It is seen that
there is some sensitivity to the πNN coupling constant in this energy range, while
there is little sensitivity at energies above 17 MeV (cf. table 5).

Consistent with the trend seen in the 12 MeV data, the larger data sets below 17
MeV show a clear preference for a coupling constant around 14.4 if there is no charge
splitting of gπ. This implies that without charge-splitting it is impossible to obtain
an optimal fit of the pp and np Ay data. To achieve this best fit, charge-splitting is
needed, like g2

π0/4π = 13.6 and g2
π±/4π = 14.0, as considered in column 5 of table 5.

The drastic charge-splitting of Model E is not favored by the more comprehensive np
Ay data sets.

The balance of the analysis of the pp and np Ay data then is: g2
π0/4π ≤ 13.6

and g2
π±/4π ≥ 14.0. Notice that this splitting is consistent with our conclusions from

the deuteron. Thus, we have now some indications for charge-splitting of gπ from two
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Figure 9. The neutron-proton analyzing power Ay at 12 MeV. The theoretical
curves are calculated with g2

π0/4π = g2
π±/4π = 13.6 (solid line, Model A),

g2
π0/4π = g2

π±/4π = 14.4 (dash-dot, Model D), and the charge-splitting g2
π0/4π =

13.6, g2
π±/4π = 14.4 (dash-3dot, Model E). The solid dots represent the data

taken at TUNL [74].

very different observables, namely the deuteron quadrupole moment and np analyzing
powers.

Therefore, it is worthwhile to look deeper into the issue of charge-splitting of
the πNN coupling constant. Unfortunately, there are severe problems with any
substantial charge-splitting—for two reasons. First, theoretical work [77] on isospin
symmetry breaking of the πNN coupling constant based upon QCD sum rules comes
up with a splitting of less than 0.5% for g2

π and, thus, cannot explain the large charge
splitting indicated above. Second, a problem occurs with the conventional explanation
of the charge-dependence of the singlet scattering length, which we will explain now.

Table 5. χ2/datum for the fit of various sets of np Ay data using different values
for the πNN coupling constants.

Coupling constants g2
π0/4π; g

2
π
/4π

Energy, data set (# of data) 13.6; 13.6 14.0; 14.0 14.4; 14.4 13.6; 14.0 13.6; 14.4
A C D E

12 MeV [74] (9 data) 2.81 2.27 1.79 1.53 1.00
7.6–18.5 MeV [74] (31 data) 1.89 1.56 1.29 1.28 1.32
0–17 MeV world data (120) 1.17 1.03 0.94 0.99 1.19

17–50 MeV [75] (85 data) 1.16 1.12 1.14 1.18 1.18
17–125 MeV world data (416) 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.91 0.94



NN	Scattering	
– a	Reminder



NN	scattering

• Basic	scattering	theory
– Solve	Schrödinger	Equation:	
– Asymptotic	free	states:	Plane	wave	plus	spherical	
outgoing	wave

– Current	densities

– Cross	section

See	HW	8



Potential	Scattering

• Angular	momentum	decomposition

• Phase	shifts	->	scattering	amplitude	->cross	
section



Phase	Shifts	– Example	square	potential	scattering

fm



Selection	rules	for	NN	phase	shifts

• I	=	0	(pn only):
– Isospin	WF	antisymmetric	->
– Spin-orbital	WF	symmetric	->
– Either	S	=	1	and	L	=	0,2,4,…
– Or	S	=	0	and	L	=	1,	3,…

• I	=	1	(pp,	pn and	nn)
– Either	S	=	0	and	L	=	0,2,4,…
– Or	S	=	1	and	L	=	1,	3,…

• Can	also	have	transition	Phase	shifts!	

Ex.:	3S1,	3D1,	3D2,	3D3

Nomenclature:
2S+1LJ ;	J =	L +	S

Ex.:	1P1,	1F3,	

Ex.:	3P0, 3P1, 3P2,	3F2,	3F3,	3F4

Ex.:	1S0,	1D2,	

Ex.:	3S1 <->3D1,
3P2 <-> 3F2



NN	Phase	Shifts
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FIG. 6. pp phase parameters in partial waves with J ≤ 4. The solid line represents the
predictions by the CD-Bonn potential. The solid dots and open circles are the results from the
Nijmegen multi-energy pp phase shift analysis [42] and the VPI single-energy pp analysis SM99 [45],
respectively.
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Fig. 7 continued.
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Figure 12. The ϵ2 mixing parameter and the 1F3 phase shift up to 1000 MeV
lab. energy for various potentials as denoted (N-I and N-II refer to the Nijmegen
potentials). Solid dots represent the Nijmegen PSA [64] and open circles the
VPI/GWU analysis SM99 [72].

(where M⋆ denotes the effective nucleon mass and Q the Pauli projector). Notice
that the potential V is involved in this equation for all momenta from zero to infinity,
on- and off-shell. Now, it may very well be true that, as the momenta increase, their
importance decreases (due to the short-range repulsion of the nuclear force and the
associated short-range suppression of the nuclear wave function). However, it is also
true that the impact of the potential does not suddenly drop to zero as soon as the
momenta involved become larger than the equivalent of 350 MeV lab. energy. Thus,
there are good arguments why NN potentials should extrapolate in a reasonable way
towards higher energies.

We have investigated this issue and found good and bad news. The good news
is that most potentials reproduce in most partial waves the NN phase shifts up to
about 1000 MeV amazingly well. The bad news is that there are some singular cases
where the reproduction of phase parameters for higher energies is disturbingly bad.
The two most notorious cases are shown in figure 12. Above 350 MeV, the ϵ2 mixing
parameter is substantially underpredicted by both Nijmegen potentials (N-I and N-II).
The reason for this is that, for ϵ2, both potentials follow very closely the Nijmegen
PSA [64] (solid dots in figure 12) up to 350 MeV. Thus, these potentials are faithfull
extrapolations of the Nijmegen PSA to higher energies. Since this extrapolation is
wrong, the suspicion is that the Nijmegen PSA has a wrong trend in the energy range
250-350 MeV. New data on pp spin transfer coefficients [61] in the energy range 300-500
MeV could resolve the issue.

A similar problem occurs in 1F3 (figure 12). Here, the dashed curve (N-I) is the
extrapolation of the Nijmegen PSA, indicating that the analysis may have the wrong
trend in the energy range 200-350 MeV.
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Figure 12. The ϵ2 mixing parameter and the 1F3 phase shift up to 1000 MeV
lab. energy for various potentials as denoted (N-I and N-II refer to the Nijmegen
potentials). Solid dots represent the Nijmegen PSA [64] and open circles the
VPI/GWU analysis SM99 [72].

(where M⋆ denotes the effective nucleon mass and Q the Pauli projector). Notice
that the potential V is involved in this equation for all momenta from zero to infinity,
on- and off-shell. Now, it may very well be true that, as the momenta increase, their
importance decreases (due to the short-range repulsion of the nuclear force and the
associated short-range suppression of the nuclear wave function). However, it is also
true that the impact of the potential does not suddenly drop to zero as soon as the
momenta involved become larger than the equivalent of 350 MeV lab. energy. Thus,
there are good arguments why NN potentials should extrapolate in a reasonable way
towards higher energies.

We have investigated this issue and found good and bad news. The good news
is that most potentials reproduce in most partial waves the NN phase shifts up to
about 1000 MeV amazingly well. The bad news is that there are some singular cases
where the reproduction of phase parameters for higher energies is disturbingly bad.
The two most notorious cases are shown in figure 12. Above 350 MeV, the ϵ2 mixing
parameter is substantially underpredicted by both Nijmegen potentials (N-I and N-II).
The reason for this is that, for ϵ2, both potentials follow very closely the Nijmegen
PSA [64] (solid dots in figure 12) up to 350 MeV. Thus, these potentials are faithfull
extrapolations of the Nijmegen PSA to higher energies. Since this extrapolation is
wrong, the suspicion is that the Nijmegen PSA has a wrong trend in the energy range
250-350 MeV. New data on pp spin transfer coefficients [61] in the energy range 300-500
MeV could resolve the issue.

A similar problem occurs in 1F3 (figure 12). Here, the dashed curve (N-I) is the
extrapolation of the Nijmegen PSA, indicating that the analysis may have the wrong
trend in the energy range 200-350 MeV.



The	NN	Force

• (L)QCD:	The	future
• QCD-based	effective	theories
– Chiral	Perturbation	Theory
– Pion-less	effective	theory

• Models
– Quark	exchange,	gluon	van-der	Waals	force	
(QCD-”inspired”)

–Meson	exchange	+	hard	core
• Pauli	Principle	between	quarks?	Spin-Spin	interaction?	
Vector	Mesons?



LQCD
(copied	from	a	Lecture	by	R.	Schiavilla 10/20/2017)

Basic model

Chiral 2N
interactions

Chiral 3N
interactions

EWK
interactions

EWK QE
response

Outlook

Spectra of few-nucleon systems from LQCD
Beane et al. (2013)

NPLQCD calculations (m⇡ = 806 MeV)
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cPT effective	potential
(also	from	Rocco)

The vL part includes the one-pion-exchange 
(OPE) and two-pion-exchange (TPE) 
(including Deltas) contributions up to N2LO.
Short range part ”ad hoc”.

From	PHYSICAL	REVIEW	C	94,	054007	(2016):	
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example, Ref. [16]). Furthermore, it is the LECs at Q4

(denoted as Di in the tables below) that are critical for a good
reproduction of phase shifts in lower partial waves, particularly
D waves, and a good fit to the NN database [16] in the 0- to
200-MeV range of energies considered in the present study.

The strength of this long-range part is fully determined by
the nucleon and nucleon-to-! axial coupling constants gA and
hA, the pion decay amplitude Fπ , and the subleading N2LO
LECs c1, c2, c3, c4, and b3 + b8, constrained by reproducing
πN scattering data [28]. Note that the LEC (b3 + b8) is
explicitly retained in our fitting procedure, even though it has
been shown to be redundant at this order [52]. Here and in
what follows, we adopt the same values for pion and nucleon
masses, Fπ , gA, and hA and the subleading N2LO LECs as
listed in Tables I and II of Ref. [51].

The potential vL
12 can be written in coordinate space as a

sum of eight operators,

vL
12 =

!
6"

l=1

vl
L(r) Ol

12

#

+ vσT
L (r) OσT

12 + vtT
L (r) OtT

12 , (1)

where

Ol=1,...,6
12 = [1 , σ 1 · σ 2 , S12] ⊗ [1 , τ 1 · τ 2], (2)

OσT
12 = σ 1 · σ 2 T12, and OtT

12 = S12 T12, and T12 = 3 τ1zτ2z −
τ 1 · τ 2 is the isotensor operator. The first six terms (the
so-called v6 operator structure) in Eq. (1) are the charge-
independent (CI) central, spin, and tensor components without
and with the isospin dependence τ 1 · τ 2, while the last
two terms (proportional to T12) are the charge-independence
breaking (CIB) central and tensor components induced by the
difference between the neutral and charged pion masses in
the OPE. The radial functions vl

L(r), vσT
L (r), and vtT

L (r) are
explicitly given in Appendix A of Ref. [51]. The singularities
at the origin are regularized by cutoff functions of the form

CRL (r) = 1 − 1
(r/RL)6 e(r−RL)/aL + 1

, (3)

where three values for the radius RL are considered, RL =
(0.8,1.0,1.2) fm with the diffuseness aL fixed at aL = RL/2 in
each case.

The main difference between the potentials constructed in
Ref. [51] and those in the current work lies in the operator
structure of their short-range components, which we now take
to have the form

vS
12 =

16"

l=1

vl
S(r) Ol

12, (4)

where Ol=1,...,6
12 have been defined above,

Ol=7,...,11
12 = L · S , L · S τ 1 · τ 2 , (L · S)2 , L2 , L2 σ 1 · σ 2 ,

(5)

and

Ol=12,...,16
12 = T12 ,

$
τ z

1 + τ z
2

%
, σ 1 · σ 2 T12, S12 T12 , L · S T12.

(6)

The parametrization above differs in two ways from that of the
minimally nonlocal potential of Ref. [51]. The first difference
concerns the p2 terms
&
v

p
S (r)+v

pσ
S (r) σ 1 · σ 2+v

pt
S (r) S12+v

ptτ
S (r) S12 τ 1 · τ 2 , p2 '

,

which are now absent in Eq. (4); i.e., the LECs mutliplying
these contact terms are enforced to vanish in the fits to follow.
The second difference has to do with the charge-symmetry
breaking (CSB) piece of vS

12, which, in contrast to Ref. [51],
includes only the LO term proportional to (τ z

1 + τ z
2 ) needed to

reproduce the singlet nn scattering length.
The radial functions vl

S(r) are the same as those listed in
Appendix B of Ref. [51] and involve a local regulator (to
replace the δ functions) taken as

CRS (r) = 1
π3/2R3

S

e−(r/RS)2
, (7)

where we consider, in combination with RL =
(0.8,1.0,1.2) fm, RS = (0.6,0.7,0.8) fm, corresponding
to typical momentum-space cutoffs &S = 2/RS ranging from
about 660 MeV down to 500 MeV. Hereafter we will denote
the potential with cutoffs (RL,RS) = (1.2,0.8) fm as model
a, that with (1.0,0.7) fm as model b, and that with (0.8,0.6)
fm as model c. These radial functions contain 26 LECs. Of
these, 20 are in the charge-independent part of vS

12: 2 at LO
(Q0), 7 at NLO (Q2), and 11 at N(3)LO (Q4). The remaining
6 are in its charge-dependent part: 2 at LO (one each from
CIB and CSB), and 4 at NLO from CIB. The optimization
procedure to fix these 26 LECs is the same as that adopted in
Ref. [51] and is discussed in the next section. It uses pp and
np scattering data (including normalizations), as assembled
in the Granada database [40], the nn scattering length, and the
deuteron binding energy. The minimization of the objective
function χ2 with respect to the LECs is carried out with the
Practical Optimization Using No Derivatives (for Squares),
POUNDerS [53].

III. TOTAL χ 2 AND PHASE SHIFTS

We report results for the local potentials v12 + vEM
12 de-

scribed in the previous section and corresponding to three
different choices of cutoffs (RL,RS): model a with (1.2,0.8)
fm, model b with (1.0,0.7) fm, and model c with (0.8,0.6) fm.
Models a, b, and c are fitted to the Granada database of pp and
np observables in two different ranges of laboratory energies,
either 0–125 or 0–200 MeV, to the deuteron binding energy and
nn singlet scattering length. For convenience potential models
a, b, and c fitted up to 200-MeV laboratory energy are labeled
as (a, (b and (c, respectively. We list the total number of pp and
np data (including normalizations) and corresponding total χ2

per datum for all the potentials in Table I. The total number of
data points, Npp+np, changes slightly for each of the various
models because of fluctuations in the number of normalizations
(see Ref. [51] for more details on the fit procedure). For model
b we performed fits of the Granada database up to 125 MeV
order by order in the chiral expansion. The total χ2/datum are
59.88, 2.18, 2.32, and 1.07 at LO, NLO, N2LO, and N(3)LO,
respectively. There is a strong reduction in the total χ2 going
from LO and NLO and from N2LO and N(3)LO. However,
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TABLE III. Same as Table II but for potential models !a, !b, and !c
(fitted up to 200 MeV laboratory energy).

LECs Model !a Model !b Model !c

CS (fm2) 0.2936041(+1) 0.8398499(+1) 0.1858331(+2)
CT (fm2) −0.4933897 −0.1207696(+1) −0.6116424(+1)

C1 (fm4) −0.1013462 −0.2324413 −0.5565484
C2 (fm4) −0.1444844 −0.2108143 −0.3574422
C3 (fm4) −0.3647634(−1) −0.3461629(−1) −0.2266117
C4 (fm4) −0.1630825(−1) 0.8748772(−2) 0.3921168(−1)
C5 (fm4) −0.6658100(−2) −0.3614304(−1) −0.2661419(−1)
C6 (fm4) −0.6176835(−1) −0.5542581(−1) −0.6532432(−1)
C7 (fm4) −0.9578191 −0.1019849(+1) −0.1465875(+1)

D1 (fm6) −0.3102824(−1) −0.1193597(−1) −0.2144023(−1)
D2 (fm6) −0.4438695(−2) −0.4450346(−2) 0.1386494(−2)
D3 (fm6) −0.1351171(−1) −0.9542801(−2) −0.1620926(−1)
D4 (fm6) −0.7084459(−3) 0.3976205(−2) 0.2071219(−2)
D5 (fm6) 0.1110108(−1) 0.7809205(−2) 0.7238077(−2)
D6 (fm6) −0.8598857(−2) −0.7362895(−2) −0.2323562(−2)
D7 (fm6) −0.5367908(−1) −0.4158494(−2) 0.3065351(−1)
D8 (fm6) 0.3119241(−1) 0.1090986(−1) 0.2957488(−1)
D9 (fm6) 0.3281636(−1) 0.6095858(−3) 0.9135194(−1)
D10 (fm6) −0.8647128(−1) −0.5432144(−1) −0.1196465
D11 (fm6) −0.1167788(−1) −0.5186422(−2) −0.3065569(−1)

CIV
0 (fm2) 0.9575695(−2) 0.1077541(−1) 0.1312712(−1)

CIT
0 (fm2) 0.2194758(−1) 0.2102140(−1) 0.1394723(−1)

CIT
1 (fm4) −0.1550501(−2) 0.1152693(−3) −0.8965197(−2)

CIT
2 (fm4) −0.8354679(−2) −0.1391786(−2) −0.3079018(−2)

CIT
3 (fm4) −0.6682746(−2) −0.3194459(−3) 0.3905867(−4)

CIT
4 (fm4) 0.1276971(−1) 0.2879873(−2) 0.8844043(−3)

these observables are known to have significant corrections
from (isoscalar) two-body terms in nuclear electromagnetic
charge and current operators [64]. Their inclusion would bring
the calculated values considerably closer to experiment.

Finally, we observe that inclusion of the p2-dependent terms
would have improved only marginally the fits to the database
in the energy range 0–200 MeV. For example, in the case
of the !b model the value of the χ2/datum would have been
reduced from the current 1.37 to 1.34. The present fits in the
range 0–125 MeV already have χ2/datum close to 1 (in fact
less than 1.1 for models a and b) and are therefore to be
considered statistically satisfactory. However, apart from the
small improvement that the p2-dependent terms would bring
to the total χ2 in the fit to the NN scattering data, the effect of
these terms on nuclear observables has not been studied.

IV. HH AND QMC CALCULATIONS FOR LIGHT NUCLEI

The study of light nuclei is especially interesting since it
provides the opportunity to test, in essentially exact numerical
calculations, models of two- and three-nucleon forces. In this
section, we briefly discuss the HH and QMC methods adopted
here for the accurate or exact solution of the few-nucleon
Schrödinger equation, H # = E #, where # is a nuclear wave
function with specific spin, parity, and isospin. We then present
results for the binding energies and rms radii of the A= 2–

FIG. 1. S-wave, P-wave, and D-wave phase shifts for np in T = 0
and 1 states (top two panels) and pp (lower panel), obtained in the
Nijmegen [37,38], Gross and Stadler [54], and Granada [40] PWA’s,
are compared to those of models a, b, and c, indicated by the band.

6 nuclei with a Hamiltonian H including the nonrelativistic
kinetic energy in combination with the two-body potentials
v12 of Sec. II. In particular for our calculations we use nuclear
wave functions corresponding to models a, !a and b, !b, whose
LECs are specified in Tables II and III.

The HH method is used to calculate the ground-state
energies of 3H and 4He and these results provide a benchmark
for the corresponding QMC calculations. The QMC methods
are then applied to compute binding energies and rms radii
of the 3He ground state and of the 6Li and 6He ground and
excited states.

A. The hyperspherical harmonics method

The HH method uses hyperspherical harmonics functions
as a suitable expansion basis for the wave function of an
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TABLE III. Same as Table II but for potential models !a, !b, and !c
(fitted up to 200 MeV laboratory energy).

LECs Model !a Model !b Model !c

CS (fm2) 0.2936041(+1) 0.8398499(+1) 0.1858331(+2)
CT (fm2) −0.4933897 −0.1207696(+1) −0.6116424(+1)

C1 (fm4) −0.1013462 −0.2324413 −0.5565484
C2 (fm4) −0.1444844 −0.2108143 −0.3574422
C3 (fm4) −0.3647634(−1) −0.3461629(−1) −0.2266117
C4 (fm4) −0.1630825(−1) 0.8748772(−2) 0.3921168(−1)
C5 (fm4) −0.6658100(−2) −0.3614304(−1) −0.2661419(−1)
C6 (fm4) −0.6176835(−1) −0.5542581(−1) −0.6532432(−1)
C7 (fm4) −0.9578191 −0.1019849(+1) −0.1465875(+1)

D1 (fm6) −0.3102824(−1) −0.1193597(−1) −0.2144023(−1)
D2 (fm6) −0.4438695(−2) −0.4450346(−2) 0.1386494(−2)
D3 (fm6) −0.1351171(−1) −0.9542801(−2) −0.1620926(−1)
D4 (fm6) −0.7084459(−3) 0.3976205(−2) 0.2071219(−2)
D5 (fm6) 0.1110108(−1) 0.7809205(−2) 0.7238077(−2)
D6 (fm6) −0.8598857(−2) −0.7362895(−2) −0.2323562(−2)
D7 (fm6) −0.5367908(−1) −0.4158494(−2) 0.3065351(−1)
D8 (fm6) 0.3119241(−1) 0.1090986(−1) 0.2957488(−1)
D9 (fm6) 0.3281636(−1) 0.6095858(−3) 0.9135194(−1)
D10 (fm6) −0.8647128(−1) −0.5432144(−1) −0.1196465
D11 (fm6) −0.1167788(−1) −0.5186422(−2) −0.3065569(−1)

CIV
0 (fm2) 0.9575695(−2) 0.1077541(−1) 0.1312712(−1)

CIT
0 (fm2) 0.2194758(−1) 0.2102140(−1) 0.1394723(−1)

CIT
1 (fm4) −0.1550501(−2) 0.1152693(−3) −0.8965197(−2)

CIT
2 (fm4) −0.8354679(−2) −0.1391786(−2) −0.3079018(−2)

CIT
3 (fm4) −0.6682746(−2) −0.3194459(−3) 0.3905867(−4)

CIT
4 (fm4) 0.1276971(−1) 0.2879873(−2) 0.8844043(−3)

these observables are known to have significant corrections
from (isoscalar) two-body terms in nuclear electromagnetic
charge and current operators [64]. Their inclusion would bring
the calculated values considerably closer to experiment.

Finally, we observe that inclusion of the p2-dependent terms
would have improved only marginally the fits to the database
in the energy range 0–200 MeV. For example, in the case
of the !b model the value of the χ2/datum would have been
reduced from the current 1.37 to 1.34. The present fits in the
range 0–125 MeV already have χ2/datum close to 1 (in fact
less than 1.1 for models a and b) and are therefore to be
considered statistically satisfactory. However, apart from the
small improvement that the p2-dependent terms would bring
to the total χ2 in the fit to the NN scattering data, the effect of
these terms on nuclear observables has not been studied.

IV. HH AND QMC CALCULATIONS FOR LIGHT NUCLEI

The study of light nuclei is especially interesting since it
provides the opportunity to test, in essentially exact numerical
calculations, models of two- and three-nucleon forces. In this
section, we briefly discuss the HH and QMC methods adopted
here for the accurate or exact solution of the few-nucleon
Schrödinger equation, H # = E #, where # is a nuclear wave
function with specific spin, parity, and isospin. We then present
results for the binding energies and rms radii of the A= 2–

FIG. 1. S-wave, P-wave, and D-wave phase shifts for np in T = 0
and 1 states (top two panels) and pp (lower panel), obtained in the
Nijmegen [37,38], Gross and Stadler [54], and Granada [40] PWA’s,
are compared to those of models a, b, and c, indicated by the band.

6 nuclei with a Hamiltonian H including the nonrelativistic
kinetic energy in combination with the two-body potentials
v12 of Sec. II. In particular for our calculations we use nuclear
wave functions corresponding to models a, !a and b, !b, whose
LECs are specified in Tables II and III.

The HH method is used to calculate the ground-state
energies of 3H and 4He and these results provide a benchmark
for the corresponding QMC calculations. The QMC methods
are then applied to compute binding energies and rms radii
of the 3He ground state and of the 6Li and 6He ground and
excited states.

A. The hyperspherical harmonics method

The HH method uses hyperspherical harmonics functions
as a suitable expansion basis for the wave function of an
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Figure 1. One-boson-exchange (OBE) contributions to (a) pp and (b) nn
scattering.

used in the Dirac spinors representing the four external legs [figure 1(a)], while
for nn scattering the neutron mass is applied [figure 1(b)]. The CSB effect from
the OBE diagrams is very small (cf. table 1).

(ii) 2π-exchange diagrams. This class consists of three groups; namely the
diagrams with NN, N∆ and ∆∆ intermediate states, where ∆ refers to the baryon
with spin and isospin 3

2 and mass 1232 MeV. The most important group is the
one with N∆ intermediate states which we show in figure 2. Part (a) of figure 2
applies to pp scattering, while part (b) refers to nn scattering. When charged-
pion exchange is involved, the intermediate-state nucleon differs from that of the
external legs. This is one of the sources for CSB from this group of diagrams.
The 2π class of diagrams causes the largest CSB effect (cf. table 1 and dashed
curve in figure 3).

(iii) πρ-exchanges. Graphically, the πρ diagrams can be obtained by replacing in
each 2π diagram (e. g., in figure 2) one pion by a ρ-meson of the same charge
state. The effect is typically opposite to the one from 2π exchange.

(iv) Further 3π and 4π contributions (πσ+πω). The Bonn potential also includes
some 3π-exchanges that can be approximated in terms of πσ diagrams and 4π-
exchanges of πω type. The sum of the two groups is small, indicating convergence
of the diagramatic expansion. The CSB effect from this class is essentially
negligible.

The total CSB difference of the singlet scattering length caused by nucleon mass
splitting amounts to 1.58 fm (cf. table 1) which agrees well with the empirical value
1.6± 0.6 fm. Thus, nucleon mass splitting alone can explain the entire empirical CSB
of the singlet scattering length [25]. This is a remarkable result.

The impact of the various classes of diagrams on CSB phase shift differences are
shown in figure 3. The total effect is the largest in the 1S0 state where it is most
noticable at low energy; e. g., at 1 MeV, the phase shift difference is 1.8 deg. The
difference decreases with increasing energy and is about 0.15 deg at 300 MeV, in 1S0.

The CSB effect on the phase shifts of higher partial waves is small; in P and D
waves, typically in the order of 0.1 deg at 300 MeV and less at lower energies. This
fact may suggest that CSB in partial waves other than L = 0 may be of no relevance.

Nucleon-nucleon interaction 8

Figure 2. Two-pion-exchange contributions with N∆ intermediate states to (a)
pp and (b) nn scattering.

In references [26] it was shown that this is not true: CSB beyond the S waves is crucial
for the explanation of the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly.

Before finishing this subsection, a word is in place concerning other mechanisms
that cause CSB of the nuclear force. Traditionally, it was believed that ρ0 −ω mixing
explains essentially all CSB in the nuclear force [8]. However, recently some doubt
has been cast on this paradigm. Some researchers [27, 28, 29, 30] found that ρ0 − ω
exchange may have a substantial q2 dependence such as to cause this contribution to
nearly vanish in NN. Our finding that the empirically known CSB in the nuclear force
can be explained solely from nucleon mass splitting (leaving essentially no room for
additional CSB contributions from ρ0 − ω mixing or other sources) fits well into this
scenario. On the other hand, Miller [9] and Coon and coworkers [31] have advanced
counter-arguments that would restore the traditional role of ρ-ω exchange. The issue
is unresolved. Good summaries of the controversial points of view can be found in
references [9, 32, 33].

Finally, for reasons of completeness, we mention that irreducible diagrams
of π and γ exchange between two nucleons create a charge-dependent nuclear
force. Recently, these contributions have been calculated to leading order in chiral
perturbation theory [34]. It turns out that to this order the πγ force is charge-
symmetric (but does break charge independence).

Plus	2-pion	(“sigma”,	
rho)	exchange	
plus	intermediate	
nucleon	excitations
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Figure 4. One-pion exchange (OPE) contributions to (a) pp and (b) np
scattering.

has been calculated carefully and systematically in reference [36]. We will discuss now
the various classes of diagrams and their contributions to CIB.

(i) One-pion-exchange (OPE). The CIB effect is created by replacing the diagram
figure 4(a) by the two diagrams figure 4(b). The effect caused by this replacement
can be understood as follows. In nonrelativistic approximation‡ and disregarding
isospin factors, OPE is given by

V1π(gπ, mπ) = − g2
π

4M2

(σ1 · k)(σ2 · k)
m2

π + k2
F 2

πNN (ΛπNN , |k|) (24)

with M the average nucleon mass, mπ the pion mass, and k the momentum
transfer. The above expression includes a πNN vertex form-factor, FπNN , which
depends on the cutoff mass ΛπNN and the magnitude of the momentum transfer
|k|. For S = 0 and T = 1, where S and T denote the total spin and isospin of the
two-nucleon system, respectively, we have

01V1π(gπ, mπ) =
g2

π

m2
π + k2

k2

4M2
F 2

πNN (ΛπNN , |k|) , (25)

where the superscripts 01 refer to ST . In the 1S0 state, this potential expression
is repulsive. The charge-dependent OPE is then,

01V pp
1π = 01V1π(gπ0 , mπ0) (26)

‡ For pedagogical reasons, we use simple, approximate expressions to discuss the effects from
pion exchange. Note, however, that in the calculations of reference [36] relativistic time-ordered
perturbation theory is applied in its full complexity and without approximations.

Table 2. CIB contributions to the 1S0 scattering length, ∆aCIB, and effective
range, ∆rCIB, from various components of the NN interaction.

OPE 2π πρ πσ + πω Total Empirical

∆aCIB (fm) 3.243 0.360 -0.383 1.426 4.646 5.64 ± 0.60
∆rCIB (fm) 0.099 0.002 -0.006 0.020 0.115 0.03 ± 0.13
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Figure 4. One-pion exchange (OPE) contributions to (a) pp and (b) np
scattering.

has been calculated carefully and systematically in reference [36]. We will discuss now
the various classes of diagrams and their contributions to CIB.

(i) One-pion-exchange (OPE). The CIB effect is created by replacing the diagram
figure 4(a) by the two diagrams figure 4(b). The effect caused by this replacement
can be understood as follows. In nonrelativistic approximation‡ and disregarding
isospin factors, OPE is given by

V1π(gπ, mπ) = − g2
π

4M2

(σ1 · k)(σ2 · k)
m2

π + k2
F 2

πNN (ΛπNN , |k|) (24)

with M the average nucleon mass, mπ the pion mass, and k the momentum
transfer. The above expression includes a πNN vertex form-factor, FπNN , which
depends on the cutoff mass ΛπNN and the magnitude of the momentum transfer
|k|. For S = 0 and T = 1, where S and T denote the total spin and isospin of the
two-nucleon system, respectively, we have

01V1π(gπ, mπ) =
g2

π

m2
π + k2

k2

4M2
F 2

πNN (ΛπNN , |k|) , (25)

where the superscripts 01 refer to ST . In the 1S0 state, this potential expression
is repulsive. The charge-dependent OPE is then,

01V pp
1π = 01V1π(gπ0 , mπ0) (26)

‡ For pedagogical reasons, we use simple, approximate expressions to discuss the effects from
pion exchange. Note, however, that in the calculations of reference [36] relativistic time-ordered
perturbation theory is applied in its full complexity and without approximations.

Table 2. CIB contributions to the 1S0 scattering length, ∆aCIB, and effective
range, ∆rCIB, from various components of the NN interaction.

OPE 2π πρ πσ + πω Total Empirical

∆aCIB (fm) 3.243 0.360 -0.383 1.426 4.646 5.64 ± 0.60
∆rCIB (fm) 0.099 0.002 -0.006 0.020 0.115 0.03 ± 0.13

Experiments with polarized and unpolarized electrons
have measured inclusive and exclusive cross sections,
longitudinal and transverse response functions, and
asymmetry observables at intermediate energy and mo-
mentum transfer. The theoretical descriptions of these
reactions have also progressed recently, with exact cal-
culations of the response in A53 with the Faddeev
method, and Euclidean and Lorenz transforms of the
response in A54. The overall agreement with experi-
ment is quite good in complete calculations—those that
include realistic ground-state wave functions, two-body
currents, and final-state interactions. In particular, the
ratio of longitudinal to transverse strength, measured in
electron scattering, is well described. The one-pion-
exchange mechanism is important in each of these com-
ponents and crucial to the overall success of the models.
The failure to explain this ratio in calculations based on
the naive plane-wave impulse approximation (PWIA)
had led to speculations of in-medium modifications of
the nucleon’s form factors, the so-called ‘‘swelling’’ of
the nucleon. In complete microscopic calculations no
such modification of the form factors is necessary or
even desirable.

The aim of this article is to review progress and high-
light the prospects for microscopic studies of light nuclei.
In the following sections, we present some of the meth-
ods used in calculating properties of few-nucleon sys-
tems and provide some highlights of the available com-
parisons with the huge quantity of experimental data.
We begin with studies of nuclear spectra and structure,
then discuss low-energy capture reactions, pd and nd
scattering, and finally the nuclear response. Necessarily,
some of the theoretical and experimental developments
are treated cursorily, but we hope to convey a broad
view of the intriguing and important studies in few-
nucleon physics today.

II. NUCLEAR INTERACTION

We consider the simplest picture of a nucleus, a sys-
tem of interacting neutrons and protons. In a nonrelativ-
istic framework, the Hamiltonian is

(
i

pi
2

2m
1(

i,j
v ij1 (

i,j,k
Vijk1••• , (2.1)

where the nucleons interact via two-, three-, and possi-
bly many-body interactions. Studies of the nuclear inter-
action, both experimental and theoretical, have a long
history, beginning essentially with the discovery of the
neutron by Chadwick in 1932, and proceeding through
the justification of this simple picture of nuclei within
QCD by Weinberg (1991). A nice review of much of this
history, along with a detailed description of current
nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction models, is given by
Machleidt (1989). Here we merely explain some of the
dominant features of the NN interaction and their im-
portance in the structure and dynamics of light nuclei.

A. NN interactions

The NN interaction has an extraordinarily rich struc-
ture, as has been recognized for quite a long time. It is
described in terms of the nucleon’s spin (s) and isospin
(t), where both s and t are SU 2 spinors. The former
variable represents the intrinsic angular momentum
(spin) of the nucleon, while the latter is a convenient
representation for its two charge states—the proton and
neutron. The generalized Pauli principle in this frame-
work requires that two-nucleon states be antisymmetric
with respect to the simultaneous exchange of the nucle-
ons’ space, spin, and isospin coordinates. The predomi-
nant isospin-conserving part of the NN interaction is
written as linear combinations of components propor-
tional to the two isoscalars, 1 and ti•tj .

The long-range component of the NN interaction is
due to one-pion exchange (OPE). If isospin-breaking
terms are ignored, it is given, at long distances, by

v ij
OPE5
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where the mass mp is the mass of the exchanged pion
and

Sij[3si• r̂ijsj• r̂ij2si•sj (2.5)

is the tensor operator. At distances comparable to the
inverse pion mass (1/m'1.4 fm), one-pion exchange
leads to a large tensor component in the NN interaction.
In nuclear systems, then, the spatial and spin degrees of
freedom are strongly correlated, and hence nuclear few-
and many-body problems can be quite different from
systems where the dominant interaction is independent
of the particles’ internal quantum numbers (spin and
isospin), such as the Coulomb interaction in atomic and
molecular problems or van der Waals forces in systems
like bulk helium.

To further illustrate this point, we reproduce the plots
of the deuteron’s nucleon densities (Fig. 1) for two dif-
ferent orientations of the pair’s spin, Sz561 and Sz50,
respectively (Forest et al., 1996). These figures display
surfaces of constant nucleon density for the two differ-
ent spin orientations. As is apparent in the figure, the
density is strongly correlated with the nuclear spin. Simi-
lar structures in the two-body distributions seem to oc-
cur in all light nuclei (Forest et al., 1996). While this fig-
ure was constructed using a particular model of the NN
interaction, the Argonne v18 model (Wiringa, Stoks, and
Schiavilla, 1995), any NN interaction including short-
range repulsive and long-range tensor components
would produce a nearly indistinguishable plot.

At moderate and short distances, the NN interaction
is much more complicated. However, the large body of
pp and pn scattering data accumulated over the past
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Experiments with polarized and unpolarized electrons
have measured inclusive and exclusive cross sections,
longitudinal and transverse response functions, and
asymmetry observables at intermediate energy and mo-
mentum transfer. The theoretical descriptions of these
reactions have also progressed recently, with exact cal-
culations of the response in A53 with the Faddeev
method, and Euclidean and Lorenz transforms of the
response in A54. The overall agreement with experi-
ment is quite good in complete calculations—those that
include realistic ground-state wave functions, two-body
currents, and final-state interactions. In particular, the
ratio of longitudinal to transverse strength, measured in
electron scattering, is well described. The one-pion-
exchange mechanism is important in each of these com-
ponents and crucial to the overall success of the models.
The failure to explain this ratio in calculations based on
the naive plane-wave impulse approximation (PWIA)
had led to speculations of in-medium modifications of
the nucleon’s form factors, the so-called ‘‘swelling’’ of
the nucleon. In complete microscopic calculations no
such modification of the form factors is necessary or
even desirable.

The aim of this article is to review progress and high-
light the prospects for microscopic studies of light nuclei.
In the following sections, we present some of the meth-
ods used in calculating properties of few-nucleon sys-
tems and provide some highlights of the available com-
parisons with the huge quantity of experimental data.
We begin with studies of nuclear spectra and structure,
then discuss low-energy capture reactions, pd and nd
scattering, and finally the nuclear response. Necessarily,
some of the theoretical and experimental developments
are treated cursorily, but we hope to convey a broad
view of the intriguing and important studies in few-
nucleon physics today.

II. NUCLEAR INTERACTION

We consider the simplest picture of a nucleus, a sys-
tem of interacting neutrons and protons. In a nonrelativ-
istic framework, the Hamiltonian is
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where the nucleons interact via two-, three-, and possi-
bly many-body interactions. Studies of the nuclear inter-
action, both experimental and theoretical, have a long
history, beginning essentially with the discovery of the
neutron by Chadwick in 1932, and proceeding through
the justification of this simple picture of nuclei within
QCD by Weinberg (1991). A nice review of much of this
history, along with a detailed description of current
nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction models, is given by
Machleidt (1989). Here we merely explain some of the
dominant features of the NN interaction and their im-
portance in the structure and dynamics of light nuclei.

A. NN interactions

The NN interaction has an extraordinarily rich struc-
ture, as has been recognized for quite a long time. It is
described in terms of the nucleon’s spin (s) and isospin
(t), where both s and t are SU 2 spinors. The former
variable represents the intrinsic angular momentum
(spin) of the nucleon, while the latter is a convenient
representation for its two charge states—the proton and
neutron. The generalized Pauli principle in this frame-
work requires that two-nucleon states be antisymmetric
with respect to the simultaneous exchange of the nucle-
ons’ space, spin, and isospin coordinates. The predomi-
nant isospin-conserving part of the NN interaction is
written as linear combinations of components propor-
tional to the two isoscalars, 1 and ti•tj .

The long-range component of the NN interaction is
due to one-pion exchange (OPE). If isospin-breaking
terms are ignored, it is given, at long distances, by
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where the mass mp is the mass of the exchanged pion
and

Sij[3si• r̂ijsj• r̂ij2si•sj (2.5)

is the tensor operator. At distances comparable to the
inverse pion mass (1/m'1.4 fm), one-pion exchange
leads to a large tensor component in the NN interaction.
In nuclear systems, then, the spatial and spin degrees of
freedom are strongly correlated, and hence nuclear few-
and many-body problems can be quite different from
systems where the dominant interaction is independent
of the particles’ internal quantum numbers (spin and
isospin), such as the Coulomb interaction in atomic and
molecular problems or van der Waals forces in systems
like bulk helium.

To further illustrate this point, we reproduce the plots
of the deuteron’s nucleon densities (Fig. 1) for two dif-
ferent orientations of the pair’s spin, Sz561 and Sz50,
respectively (Forest et al., 1996). These figures display
surfaces of constant nucleon density for the two differ-
ent spin orientations. As is apparent in the figure, the
density is strongly correlated with the nuclear spin. Simi-
lar structures in the two-body distributions seem to oc-
cur in all light nuclei (Forest et al., 1996). While this fig-
ure was constructed using a particular model of the NN
interaction, the Argonne v18 model (Wiringa, Stoks, and
Schiavilla, 1995), any NN interaction including short-
range repulsive and long-range tensor components
would produce a nearly indistinguishable plot.

At moderate and short distances, the NN interaction
is much more complicated. However, the large body of
pp and pn scattering data accumulated over the past
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Argonne	(v14-v18)
• One- and	2	pion	exchange	+	
phenomenological	terms	fit	to	data	

structed in momentum space; in coordinate space it con-
tains nonlocalities with the range of the nucleon’s
Compton wavelength ('0.2 fm).

The Argonne v14 (AV14) interaction (Wiringa, Smith,
and Ainsworth, 1984) is of a more phenomenological
form. At short and intermediate distances, its radial de-
pendence is parametrized as a sum of functions propor-
tional to Tp

2 [Eq. (2.4)] and consequently of two-pion-
exchange range, plus short-range Woods-Saxon
functions. The magnitude of these terms, as well as the
parameters of the Woods-Saxon radial shapes, are ad-
justed to fit the data. As in the Nijmegen interaction, the
Argonne v14 is a mildly nonlocal interaction containing
at most two powers of the relative momentum. How-
ever, the Argonne v14 interaction uses the operators

Oij
p 5@1,si•sj ,Sij ,~L•S! ij ,Lij

2 ,Lij
2 si•sj ,~L•S! ij

2 #

^ @1,ti•tj# . (2.9)

The first eight of these operators (those not involving
two powers of the momentum) are unique in the sense
that all such operators are implicitly contained in any
realistic NN interaction model. The choice of the
higher-order terms involving the second power of the
orbital angular momentum operator is different from in
the Nijmegen model, which uses p2 operators in place of
L2. The primary motivation for this choice is conve-
nience in few- and many-body calculations, as the L2

terms do not contribute in relative S waves.
The Paris interaction (Cottingham et al., 1973) is

somewhat of a hybrid model. At intermediate nucleon-
nucleon separations, it includes single v exchange along
with two-pion-exchange contributions calculated using
pN phase shifts, pp interactions, and dispersion rela-
tions. In addition, the Paris interaction contains short-
range phenomenological terms. Indeed, all models
should be considered phenomenological at short dis-
tances; they are either written phenomenologically from
the start or, in the case of boson-exchange models, in-
clude phenomenological meson-nucleon form factors.

Even within the boson-exchange-type models, the in-
teraction should not be taken literally as the exchange of
single bosons. One-boson-exchange models often incor-
porate an effective scalar s meson, which models the
effects of correlated two-pion exchange; its mass and
coupling constant are among the parameters that are
adjusted to fit the two-nucleon data. Moreover, the rela-
tively hard form factors obtained in NN interaction
models can be thought of as simulating the exchange of
heavier mesons with the same quantum numbers, or of
simulating other physical effects outside the direct scope
of the model.

While these models all produce a qualitatively similar
picture of the NN interaction, with one-pion exchange
at long range, an intermediate-range attraction, and a
short-range repulsion, quantitatively they can be some-
what different. For example, the 1P1 phase shifts for
some of these models are plotted in Fig. 2. They vary for
several reasons, chief among them that they have not all
been fit to the same data. For example, models fit to np

data do not precisely fit the experimental pp data if only
electromagnetic corrections are introduced.

Fortunately, high-quality phase-shift analyses of the
pp and np data have become available recently (Arndt
et al., 1992; Stoks et al., 1993). The Nijmegen analysis
relies upon the (known) long-distance electromagnetic
and one-pion-exchange interactions and makes a simple
energy-dependent parametrization of the interior (rij
,1.4 fm) region. The data and analysis are quite accu-
rate, yielding a x2 very near one per degree of freedom.
The analysis is carried out for both pp and np experi-
mental data, and the accuracy is sufficient to ‘‘reproduce
the experimental charged and neutral-pion masses’’
from the nucleon-nucleon data (Stoks et al., 1993). The
Nijmegen group has also attempted to determine the
pNN coupling constant from the phase-shift analysis
(Stoks, Timmermans, and de Swart, 1993) and found a
slightly lower value (fpNN

2 /4p50.075) than that ob-
tained previously. This particular result is in agreement
with recent analysis of pN data (Arndt, Workman, and
Pavan, 1994), but is still a matter of some dispute
(Arndt, Strakovsky, and Workman, 1995; Bugg and
Machleidt, 1995; Ericson et al., 1995). Another high-
quality phase-shift analysis has been completed by the
VPI group (Arndt et al., 1992).

Recently, several NN interaction models have been fit
to the experimental database. These include updated
Nijmegen interactions (Nijm I, Nijm II, and Reid 93;
Stoks et al., 1994), the Argonne v18 (AV18) interaction
(Wiringa, Stoks, and Schiavilla, 1995), and the CD Bonn
interaction (Machleidt, Sammarruca, and Song, 1996).
These models follow basically along the lines of their

FIG. 2. Singlet 1P1 phases in a variety of previous-generation
interaction models. Not all interactions have been fit to the
same data: Nijmegan, Nagels et al., 1978; Paris, Cottingham
et al., 1973; Bonn, Machleidt et al., 1987; B-S, Bryan and Scott,
1969.
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More typical is the case of the 3S1 phase presented in
Fig. 5, for which all modern interaction models produce
nearly identical results, in agreement with the Nijmegen
analysis. Finally, the 3PJ phase shifts are presented for
the various interactions in Fig. 6.

Given this simple picture of (partial-wave) local NN
interactions, one obvious concern is the importance of
the choice of the specific radial forms for the individual
components of the interaction. Friar et al. (1993) have
investigated this question, solving for the triton binding
energy with a wide variety of local-potential models.
These interactions contain nonlocalities only at the level
of two powers of the relative momentum (i.e., p2 or L2)
and were found to yield nearly identical results for the

binding energy: 7.6260.01 MeV as compared to the ex-
perimental 8.48 MeV. Clearly, local two-body potentials
are not sufficient to reproduce the three-nucleon binding
energy.

B. Beyond static two-nucleon interactions

A natural question, then, is what other effects are im-
portant in reproducing binding energies of light nuclei?
Two of them are immediately apparent: relativistic cor-
rections and three-nucleon interactions. It has long been
known that these effects cannot be completely
separated—they are related both theoretically and phe-

FIG. 3. 1S0 phases of the Argonne v18 interaction compared to
various np and pp phase-shift analyses: Argonne v18 , Wiringa,
Stoks, and Schiavilla, 1995; Bugg-Bryan, Bugg and Bryan,
1992; Nijmegen, Stoks et al., 1993; Henneck, Henneck, 1993;
VPI-SU, Arndt, Workman, and Pavan, 1994. Figure from Wir-
inga et al., 1995.

FIG. 4. 3S1- 3D1 mixing parameter e1 from the Argonne v18
interaction and various phase-shift analyses: Argonne v18,
Wiringa, Stoks, and Schiavilla, 1995; Bugg-Bryan, Bugg and
Bryan, 1992; Nijmegen, Stoks et al., 1993; Henneck, Henneck,
1993; VPI-SU, Arndt, Workman, and Pavan, 1994. Figure from
Wiringa et al., 1995.

FIG. 5. 3S1 phases from different modern NN interaction
models: CD Bonn, Machleidt et al., 1996; Nijm II, Stoks,
Klomp, et al., 1994; Nijmegan PPA, Stoks, Klomp, et al., 1993.
Figure from Wiringa, Stoks, and Schiavilla, 1995.

FIG. 6. 3PJ phases from different modern NN interaction
models: AV18, Wiringa et al., 1995; CD Bonn, Machleidt et al.,
1996; Nijm II, Stoks, Klomp, et al., 1994; Nijmegan PPA, Stoks,
Klomp, et al., 1993. Figure from Wiringa, Stoks, and Schiavilla,
1995.
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CD	Bonn

Similar	Ansatz,	but	way	more	mesons	(2-meson	
exchanges)	and	parameters,	but	less	ad	hoc	short-
range	potential	->	Can	be	“naturally”	extended	to	off-
shell	nucleons.
CD	=	Charge-dependence;	meaning	that	the	slight	
differences	between	pn,	pp	and	nn interaction	are	
accounted	for.



CD	Bonn	NN	Phase	Shifts
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FIG. 6. pp phase parameters in partial waves with J ≤ 4. The solid line represents the
predictions by the CD-Bonn potential. The solid dots and open circles are the results from the
Nijmegen multi-energy pp phase shift analysis [42] and the VPI single-energy pp analysis SM99 [45],
respectively.
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Figure 12. The ϵ2 mixing parameter and the 1F3 phase shift up to 1000 MeV
lab. energy for various potentials as denoted (N-I and N-II refer to the Nijmegen
potentials). Solid dots represent the Nijmegen PSA [64] and open circles the
VPI/GWU analysis SM99 [72].

(where M⋆ denotes the effective nucleon mass and Q the Pauli projector). Notice
that the potential V is involved in this equation for all momenta from zero to infinity,
on- and off-shell. Now, it may very well be true that, as the momenta increase, their
importance decreases (due to the short-range repulsion of the nuclear force and the
associated short-range suppression of the nuclear wave function). However, it is also
true that the impact of the potential does not suddenly drop to zero as soon as the
momenta involved become larger than the equivalent of 350 MeV lab. energy. Thus,
there are good arguments why NN potentials should extrapolate in a reasonable way
towards higher energies.

We have investigated this issue and found good and bad news. The good news
is that most potentials reproduce in most partial waves the NN phase shifts up to
about 1000 MeV amazingly well. The bad news is that there are some singular cases
where the reproduction of phase parameters for higher energies is disturbingly bad.
The two most notorious cases are shown in figure 12. Above 350 MeV, the ϵ2 mixing
parameter is substantially underpredicted by both Nijmegen potentials (N-I and N-II).
The reason for this is that, for ϵ2, both potentials follow very closely the Nijmegen
PSA [64] (solid dots in figure 12) up to 350 MeV. Thus, these potentials are faithfull
extrapolations of the Nijmegen PSA to higher energies. Since this extrapolation is
wrong, the suspicion is that the Nijmegen PSA has a wrong trend in the energy range
250-350 MeV. New data on pp spin transfer coefficients [61] in the energy range 300-500
MeV could resolve the issue.

A similar problem occurs in 1F3 (figure 12). Here, the dashed curve (N-I) is the
extrapolation of the Nijmegen PSA, indicating that the analysis may have the wrong
trend in the energy range 200-350 MeV.
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Figure 12. The ϵ2 mixing parameter and the 1F3 phase shift up to 1000 MeV
lab. energy for various potentials as denoted (N-I and N-II refer to the Nijmegen
potentials). Solid dots represent the Nijmegen PSA [64] and open circles the
VPI/GWU analysis SM99 [72].

(where M⋆ denotes the effective nucleon mass and Q the Pauli projector). Notice
that the potential V is involved in this equation for all momenta from zero to infinity,
on- and off-shell. Now, it may very well be true that, as the momenta increase, their
importance decreases (due to the short-range repulsion of the nuclear force and the
associated short-range suppression of the nuclear wave function). However, it is also
true that the impact of the potential does not suddenly drop to zero as soon as the
momenta involved become larger than the equivalent of 350 MeV lab. energy. Thus,
there are good arguments why NN potentials should extrapolate in a reasonable way
towards higher energies.

We have investigated this issue and found good and bad news. The good news
is that most potentials reproduce in most partial waves the NN phase shifts up to
about 1000 MeV amazingly well. The bad news is that there are some singular cases
where the reproduction of phase parameters for higher energies is disturbingly bad.
The two most notorious cases are shown in figure 12. Above 350 MeV, the ϵ2 mixing
parameter is substantially underpredicted by both Nijmegen potentials (N-I and N-II).
The reason for this is that, for ϵ2, both potentials follow very closely the Nijmegen
PSA [64] (solid dots in figure 12) up to 350 MeV. Thus, these potentials are faithfull
extrapolations of the Nijmegen PSA to higher energies. Since this extrapolation is
wrong, the suspicion is that the Nijmegen PSA has a wrong trend in the energy range
250-350 MeV. New data on pp spin transfer coefficients [61] in the energy range 300-500
MeV could resolve the issue.

A similar problem occurs in 1F3 (figure 12). Here, the dashed curve (N-I) is the
extrapolation of the Nijmegen PSA, indicating that the analysis may have the wrong
trend in the energy range 200-350 MeV.



NN	forces	– the	deuteron
Deuteron	Properties:	Mass	=	1865.613	MeV
Binding	energy	2.225	MeV
RMS	radius	1.97	fm (1/2	RMS	distance	between	p	and	n).
µD =	0.8574	µN =	µp +	µn – 0.0224	µN	*)
Electric	Quadrupole	Moment	QD =	0.2859	e fm2	->	some	L	=	2	admixture!
PD =	0.04	– 0.06	– not	an	observable!	(However,	the	asymptotic	D/S	ratio	=	h is)

predecessors. However, in order to provide a precise fit,
they are adjusted separately to the np and pp database,
which requires them to contain charge-symmetry-
breaking terms of both isovector (t i ,z1t j ,z) and isoten-
sor (3t i ,zt j ,z2ti•tj) type. Each of these models fits the
NN database extremely well, with x2 per degree of free-
dom near one. The cost of this excellent fit is a rather
large number of parameters; the Argonne v18 interac-
tion has 40 adjustable parameters and the other modern
interaction models have a similar number.

The most recent Nijmegen models are partial-wave
local, in the same sense that the original Reid (1968)
model was. While they retain a boson-exchange basis,
the parameters are adjusted separately in each channel.
The Nijmegen group has also produced an updated
Reid-like model that is written as a sum of Yukawa
functions. Such partial-wave local interactions provide a
very specific choice of nonlocality in the full NN inter-
action. The CD Bonn interaction employs another
choice for the nonlocal terms; the nonlocalities are es-
sentially relativistic corrections and are discussed briefly
below. Finally, the Argonne v18 interaction is maximally
local, containing at most terms proportional to L2.

As has been mentioned, each of these modern inter-
actions contains isospin-breaking terms. At the level of
accuracy required, the electromagnetic interaction must
be specified along with the strong interaction in order to
reproduce the data precisely. These electromagnetic in-
teractions consist of one- and two-photon Coulomb
terms, Darwin-Foldy and vacuum polarization contribu-
tions, and magnetic-moment interactions (Stoks and de
Swart, 1990). The full NN interactions, then, are the
sum of a (dominant) isospin-conserving strong interac-
tion, specified electromagnetic interactions, and finally
additional isospin-breaking terms. The latter, for ex-
ample, are introduced in the Argonne v18 interaction as
terms proportional to

Ok515 . . . 185Tij , si•sjTij , SijTij , ~t i ,z1t j ,z!
(2.10)

where the isotensor operator is

Tij53t i ,zt j ,z2ti•tj . (2.11)

One-pion exchange includes effects of charged versus

neutral pion mass differences. In principle, one could
use different coupling constants for the different charge
channels; however, the Nijmegen analysis finds no ne-
cessity for this and the Argonne v18 interaction uses
fpNN

2 /4p50.075 in all cases. This sophisticated fitting of
the two-body np and pp data, as well as the nn scatter-
ing length, allows the study of isospin-breaking effects in
three-, six-, and seven-nucleon systems.

The properties of the deuteron obtained with these
interactions are given in Table I. The binding energy
Ed52.224575(9) MeV (van der Leun and Alderliesten,
1982) has been fit by construction; the asymptotic con-
stants AS (the S-wave normalization) and h (the D/S
state ratio), which govern the wave function at large dis-
tances, are also quite accurate. The quadrupole moment
Qd and magnetic moment md are underpredicted in the
impulse approximation; however, the latter has signifi-
cant corrections from two-body current operators and
relativistic corrections, as discussed below.

The phase shifts for several channels are displayed in
Figs. 3–6 (Wiringa, Stoks, and Schiavilla, 1995). In Fig. 3
the np and pp phases are shown to demonstrate explic-
itly the difference between the np and pp interaction.
Several recent phase-shift analyses (Arndt et al., 1992;
Bugg and Bryan, 1992; Henneck, 1993; Stoks et al., 1993)
are also shown. In the 1S0 channel (S50, T51, L50),
the two sets are both strongly attractive near threshold,
indicating the presence of a nearly bound state in that
channel. The phase shifts differ by nearly ten degrees
near the maximum, however. For somewhat higher en-
ergies, the interaction remains attractive, but the phase
shift turns negative near 250 MeV in the laboratory
frame. The results of several phase-shift determinations
are also shown in the figure.

The mixing parameter e1 is shown in Fig. 4, where it is
again compared to several analyses. As is apparent, sig-
nificant discrepancies remain among various analyses in
that channel. This has been a subject of much debate,
particularly with regard to comparisons of single- and
multichannel phase-shift analyses. Nevertheless, the be-
havior of all the modern interaction models is quite simi-
lar in this regard. The e1 phase is particularly sensitive to
the strength of the NN tensor interaction.

TABLE I. Experimental deuteron properties compared to recent NN interaction models; meson-
exchange effects in md and Qd are not included.

Experiment Argonne v18 Nijm II Reid 93 CD Bonn Units

AS 0.8846(8)a 0.8850 0.8845 0.8853 0.8845 fm 1/2

h 0.0256(4)b 0.0250 0.0252 0.0251 0.0255
rd 1.971(5)c 1.967 1.9675 1.9686 1.966 fm
md 0.857406(1)d 0.847 m0

Qd 0.2859(3)e 0.270 0.271 0.270 0.270 fm 2

Pd 5.76 5.64 5.70 4.83

aEricson and Rosa-Clot, 1983.
bRodning and Knutson, 1990.
cMartorell, Sprung, and Zheng, 1995.
dLindgren, 1965.
eBishop and Cheung, 1979.
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Only	bound	NN	system
JP =	1+,	hence	L	=	0,2	S	=	1,	I	=	0

*)	Simple	model:

Figure 3: Deuteron densities in M = 0 (left) and M = 1 (right) magnetic
substates. The red spots correspond to the maximal nucleonic densities, while
the dark volumes correspond to lower densities (outer surface is for 10% of
maximal density). See [9, 43] for equivalent representations.

In this simple potential model of the deuteron, the magnetic moment of the
deuteron is determined entirely by the D state probability PD :

µd = µs −
3
2

!
µs −

1
2

"
PD , (9)

where µs = µn + µp is the isoscalar nucleon magnetic moment. The deuteron
electric quadrupole moment is also determined from the wave functions:

Qd =
1√
50

# ∞

0
w(r)

$
u(r) − 1√

8
w(r)

%
r2dr . (10)

In both cases, these quantities are modified by extensions to the basic potential
model (see Sec. 5). In particular the direct relationship between the magnetic
moment and the D state probability will be broken by such extensions and,
therefore, this probability is not an observable [44].

Since the nuclear force is of finite range, it is easy to determine the asymp-
totic form of the wave functions

u(r) ∼ ASe−γr and w(r) ∼ ADe−γr

$
1 +

3
γr

+
3

(γr)2

%
as r → ∞ (11)

where γ ≃
√
εm, with m being the reduced np mass and ε the deuteron binding

energy (see Ref. [45] for a relativistic definition of γ). AS and AD are the
asymptotic normalization factors, determined by matching the asymptotic form
(11) to the calculated wave functions in the interior region where the potential
is nonvanishing. AS and the ratio

ηd =
AD

AS
(12)

are directly related to observables as discussed in the next section.
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The deuteron wave functions. The 
family of large curves are u(r)/r and 
the family of small curves are w(r)/r. 

S- and	D-state	WF:

these potentials be repulsive at short distances. The potentials must have terms
involving scalar, spin-spin, tensor and spin-orbit forces. The tensor force is of
particular importance in producing the single spin-1, iso-singlet deuteron bound
state. The long range tensor force is provided automatically by the exchange
of the pseudoscalar pion. Modern phenomenological potentials also include ad-
ditional nonlocalities by means of terms quadratic in the relative momentum
and/or quadratic spin-orbit terms. Improved fits to scattering data also require
that isospin symmetry breaking be imposed via the inclusion of electromag-
netic interactions between nucleons and by additional explicit isospin symmetry
breaking terms in the potential. By fitting the potentials directly to the scat-
tering data, several phenomenological potentials have been contructed that fit
the scattering database with χ2 very close to 1.

An discussion of the most commonly used NN potentials may be found in
the review [13]. These include the so-called Reid-SC [37], Paris [38], Bonn [39],
CD-Bonn [40], Nijmegen [41], Reid93 [41] and Argonne v18 [42] potentials.

Given a potential, the resolution of the Schrödinger equation in the T =
0, J = 1 np channel leads to the bound state wave function discussed hereafter.

2.2 The deuteron wave function

The tensor force requires that the deuteron wave function be a mixture of 3S1

and 3D1 components, so the deuteron wave function is of the form

ψM (x) =
u(r)

r
YM

101(θ,φ) +
w(r)

r
YM

121(θ,φ) , (2)

where

YM
JLS(θ,φ) =

!

mL,mS

⟨J, M |L, mL; S, mS ⟩ YLM(θ,φ) |S, ms⟩ (3)

are the spin-spherical harmonics. The reduced radial wave functions u(r) and
w(r) correspond to the S and D waves respectively. The S and D state proba-
bility densities are defined as

ρS(r) = u2(r) and ρD(r) = w2(r) . (4)

The corresponding S and D state probabilities are then

PS =
" ∞

0
ρS(r)dr and PD =

" ∞

0
ρD(r)dr (5)

and the normalization of the wave function requires that

PS + PD = 1 . (6)

The reduced radial wave functions for the Argonne v18 potential are shown in
Fig. 1. The wave functions for other modern potentials are very similar.

5

Spatial	density	contours	of	the	deuteron	due	to	S-D	
state	interference	for	Sz =	±1	(left)	and	Sz =	0	(right).
z	points	up.

Figure 3: Deuteron densities in M = 0 (left) and M = 1 (right) magnetic
substates. The red spots correspond to the maximal nucleonic densities, while
the dark volumes correspond to lower densities (outer surface is for 10% of
maximal density). See [9, 43] for equivalent representations.

In this simple potential model of the deuteron, the magnetic moment of the
deuteron is determined entirely by the D state probability PD :

µd = µs −
3
2

!
µs −

1
2

"
PD , (9)

where µs = µn + µp is the isoscalar nucleon magnetic moment. The deuteron
electric quadrupole moment is also determined from the wave functions:

Qd =
1√
50

# ∞

0
w(r)

$
u(r) − 1√

8
w(r)

%
r2dr . (10)

In both cases, these quantities are modified by extensions to the basic potential
model (see Sec. 5). In particular the direct relationship between the magnetic
moment and the D state probability will be broken by such extensions and,
therefore, this probability is not an observable [44].

Since the nuclear force is of finite range, it is easy to determine the asymp-
totic form of the wave functions

u(r) ∼ ASe−γr and w(r) ∼ ADe−γr

$
1 +

3
γr

+
3

(γr)2

%
as r → ∞ (11)

where γ ≃
√
εm, with m being the reduced np mass and ε the deuteron binding

energy (see Ref. [45] for a relativistic definition of γ). AS and AD are the
asymptotic normalization factors, determined by matching the asymptotic form
(11) to the calculated wave functions in the interior region where the potential
is nonvanishing. AS and the ratio

ηd =
AD

AS
(12)

are directly related to observables as discussed in the next section.
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NN	forces	– the	deuteron
S- and	D-state	WF:

these potentials be repulsive at short distances. The potentials must have terms
involving scalar, spin-spin, tensor and spin-orbit forces. The tensor force is of
particular importance in producing the single spin-1, iso-singlet deuteron bound
state. The long range tensor force is provided automatically by the exchange
of the pseudoscalar pion. Modern phenomenological potentials also include ad-
ditional nonlocalities by means of terms quadratic in the relative momentum
and/or quadratic spin-orbit terms. Improved fits to scattering data also require
that isospin symmetry breaking be imposed via the inclusion of electromag-
netic interactions between nucleons and by additional explicit isospin symmetry
breaking terms in the potential. By fitting the potentials directly to the scat-
tering data, several phenomenological potentials have been contructed that fit
the scattering database with χ2 very close to 1.

An discussion of the most commonly used NN potentials may be found in
the review [13]. These include the so-called Reid-SC [37], Paris [38], Bonn [39],
CD-Bonn [40], Nijmegen [41], Reid93 [41] and Argonne v18 [42] potentials.

Given a potential, the resolution of the Schrödinger equation in the T =
0, J = 1 np channel leads to the bound state wave function discussed hereafter.

2.2 The deuteron wave function

The tensor force requires that the deuteron wave function be a mixture of 3S1

and 3D1 components, so the deuteron wave function is of the form

ψM (x) =
u(r)

r
YM

101(θ,φ) +
w(r)

r
YM

121(θ,φ) , (2)

where

YM
JLS(θ,φ) =

!

mL,mS

⟨J, M |L, mL; S, mS ⟩ YLM(θ,φ) |S, ms⟩ (3)

are the spin-spherical harmonics. The reduced radial wave functions u(r) and
w(r) correspond to the S and D waves respectively. The S and D state proba-
bility densities are defined as

ρS(r) = u2(r) and ρD(r) = w2(r) . (4)

The corresponding S and D state probabilities are then

PS =
" ∞

0
ρS(r)dr and PD =

" ∞

0
ρD(r)dr (5)

and the normalization of the wave function requires that

PS + PD = 1 . (6)

The reduced radial wave functions for the Argonne v18 potential are shown in
Fig. 1. The wave functions for other modern potentials are very similar.
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Figure 1: The deuteron reduced radial wave functions u (solid line) and w
(dashed) for the Argonne v18 potential, as a function of the relative coordinate.
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Figure 2: The deuteron S wave function in configuration space and in momen-
tum space: u(r)/r and pu(p) (calculated from the Argonne v18 potential).

From the wave function, a characteristic size of the deuteron rm is defined
as the rms-half distance between the two nucleons :

r2
m =

1
4

! ∞

0

"
u2(r) + w2(r)

#
r2dr (7)

A conspicuous feature of the nucleon-nucleon interaction is the short range
repulsion, which leads the radial S wave function u(r)/r to be significantly re-
duced at distances smaller than approximately 1 fm (see Fig. 2). This introduces
a distance scale in the wave function in addition to the overall deuteron size.
This small distance behaviour is the subject of most of the experimental and
theoretical studies which will be presented in Secs. 4 and 5. As a result of this
dip at small r, the Fourier transform u(p) contains a node at approximately 2
fm−1, as seen also in Fig. 2. The u and w wave functions are given in momentum
space by :

u(p) =
! ∞

0
u(r)j0(pr)rdr and w(p) = −

! ∞

0
w(r)j2(pr)rdr . (8)

To conclude this presentation of the size and shape of the deuteron, the densities
|ψ0(x)|2 and |ψ1(x)|2 are illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Figure 8: Deuteron form factors GC, GQ and GM as a function of Q (updated
from Fig. 1 of Ref. [78]). The data for GC and GQ correspond to t20 (or
T20) measurements (see legend of Fig. 6), including new preliminary results
from [109] (triangles right). The open diamonds correspond to a second solution
of the equations GC, GQ = f(A, B, t20) [78]. The GM data correspond to the B
measurements indicated in Fig. 7, with the addition of [93] (full circles). The
curves are from parameterizations I (solid line), II (dot-dashed) and III (short
dashed) discussed in the text.
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Light	Nuclei	– from	Wikipedia

Note:	Isospin	doublet
Just	like	p	and	n



Light	Nuclei	– How	to	calculate?
(More	from	Rev.	Mod.	Phys.	70,	1998)

nomenologically, phenomenologically in the sense that
simple estimates of their contributions are comparable.

The simplest way to estimate relativistic corrections is
to consider a standard nonrelativistic calculation of the
a particle. The total kinetic energy is on the order of 100
MeV, or 25 MeV per particle. Thus one would expect
relativistic corrections on the order of 2% of this value,
or 2 MeV. Three-body forces can be similar in size; at
the longest distances the three-body force is of the well-
known Fujita-Miyazawa type (Fujita and Miyazawa,
1957), corresponding to single-pion exchanges between
three nucleons with the intermediate excitation of a
D-isobar resonance. The presence of this relatively low-
lying resonance requires a three-nucleon interaction at a
similar level, roughly a few MeV in the a particle.

A wide variety of relativistic calculations of light nu-
clei have been carried out. One-boson-exchange mecha-
nisms can be naturally extended to relativistic treat-
ments; such a scheme naturally leads to a four-
dimensional representation of the NN interaction. Rupp
and Tjon (1992) have investigated trinucleon binding as
well as other properties within a separable approxima-
tion to the Bethe-Salpeter equation, and have found an
increase in binding compared to nonrelativistic ap-
proaches.

Several groups have pursued relativistic one-boson-
exchange calculations within various three-dimensional
reductions of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. These groups
generally find a larger binding in the three-body system
than is obtained in nonrelativistic calculations; for ex-
ample, Machleidt, Sammarruca, and Song (1996) have fit
the NN data within a one-boson-exchange model using
a Blankenbecler-Sugar reduction. The resulting quasipo-
tential equation can be cast in a form identical to the
Lippman-Schwinger equation, thus allowing a direct
comparison with standard nonrelativistic results.
Clearly, though, any three-dimensional reduction is not
unique. Upon extending the Blanckenbecler-Sugar for-
malism to the three-nucleon system, Machleidt et al. find
a triton binding energy of 8.19 MeV. Most of the addi-
tional binding is retained even in a nonrelativistic ver-
sion of the calculation; the additional binding in such a
calculation (8.0 MeV) is attributed to the nonlocal char-
acter of the interaction obtained within the
Blankenbecler-Sugar formalism.

Trinucleon properties have also been investigated
within the context of the Gross or spectator equation, in
which one particle is placed on shell in all intermediate
states. This scheme has the advantage of having the cor-
rect Dirac equation limit when one of the particles has a
very large mass. The NN scattering and deuteron prop-
erties were originally investigated by Gross, Van Orden,
and Holinde (1992). Recently, Stadler and Gross (1997)
have introduced off-shell couplings in their one-boson-
exchange model. The triton binding energy has been
found to be sensitive to them. In particular, a set of
parameters that reproduces NN data reasonably well
also yields the correct binding energy.

It is important to realize, though, that many of these
corrections are scheme dependent. For example, differ-

ent choices of pNN couplings, when converted to two-
and three-nucleon interactions, are connected by unitary
transformations. These different choices are exactly
equivalent at the static level; however, when going be-
yond the static level, arbitrary parameters associated
with the unitary transformation are introduced. Differ-
ent choices in the nonstatic NN interaction also yield
different three-nucleon interactions. Since they are uni-
tarily equivalent, physical properties must be unchanged
(Coon and Friar, 1986; Friar and Coon, 1994). The rela-
tionship between off-shell effects in the NN interaction
and the choice of three-nucleon interactions have also
been discussed by Polyzou and Glöckle (1990).

Without resorting to the specific one-boson-exchange
mechanism, it is also possible to define the general prop-
erties of relativistic Hamiltonians that do not introduce
antinucleon degrees of freedom. Within such a formal-
ism the Poincaré invariance of the theory plays a pivotal
role. The formal requirements of the theory have been
presented in an article by Keister and Polyzou (1991).
Information on the underlying dynamics is outside the
requirements of Poincaré invariance and hence must be
introduced from elsewhere. Fully relativistic calculations
within the relativistic Hamiltonian formalism are not yet
well developed. Glöckle, Lee, and Coester (1986) have
investigated the triton in a simple model and find less
binding than in comparable nonrelativistic calculations.

It is also possible to perform calculations within a v/c
expansion scheme, where terms proportional to powers
of the inverse of the nucleon mass are added to the
Hamiltonian in order to preserve the Poincaré invari-
ance to that order. Such a procedure is based upon the
work of Foldy (1961), Krajcik and Foldy (1974), and
Friar (1975).

One class of relativistic corrections that has been con-
sidered in such a scheme is purely kinematic. By replac-
ing the nonrelativistic kinetic energy with the corre-
sponding relativistic expression and including a frame
dependence in the two- (and three-) nucleon interac-
tions,

H5(
i

Api
21m21(

i,j
v ij~rij ;Pij!

1 (
i,j,k

Vijk~rij ,rik ;Pijk!, (2.12)

it is possible to construct a Hamiltonian with the correct
transformation properties up to order (v/c)2. In this
equation, Pij and Pijk are the total momentum of the
two- and three-body subsystems, respectively, while the
dependence upon the relative coordinate is explicitly
displayed. The Hamiltonian is nonlocal through the
kinetic-energy operator and the frame dependence, but
the nonlocality is rather small—on the order of the
nucleon’s Compton wavelength (Carlson, Pandhari-
pande, and Schiavilla, 1993).

To perform such a calculation, it is necessary first to
refit the NN data and two-body binding energy with the
above Hamiltonian. The results of a comparison with a
phase-equivalent nonrelativistic model are somewhat
surprising, in that these relativistic corrections to three-
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N-body	Hamiltonian

May	have	to	add	3-body	force

NN	potential

and four-body binding are in fact fairly small and repul-
sive: approximately 0.3 MeV of repulsion in the triton
and almost 2 MeV in the a particle. Similar estimates
for these kinematic effects have been found by Stadler
and Gross (1997) in the framework mentioned above.
The small effect is primarily understood as a cancella-
tion between the change to a ‘‘softer’’ kinetic-energy op-
erator and the revised NN interaction, which must be
more repulsive to yield the same phase shifts. The re-
sulting nucleon momentum distributions are in fact quite
similar in these relativistic and nonrelativistic calcula-
tions (Carlson, Pandharipande, and Schiavilla, 1993).

Of course, other nonlocalities will appear in the NN
interaction. At long distance these are introduced by
relativistic corrections to one-pion exchange, and similar
corrections would be expected in a one-boson-exchange
picture through vector and scalar meson exchange. The
v/c expansion scheme is currently being extended to
treating the nonlocalities associated with one-pion ex-
change. These nonlocalities are required for a fully con-
sistent treatment of the two-body charge operator and
the nuclear Hamiltonian and are naturally present in a
relativistic one-boson-exchange calculation. However,
various technical difficulties make calculations of
heavier systems more difficult within the one-boson-
exchange scheme; more direct comparisons of the differ-
ent relativistic calculations will undoubtedly prove in-
structive in understanding all the results obtained to
date.

Three-nucleon interactions can also arise from the in-
ternal structure of the nucleon. Since all degrees of free-
dom other than the nucleons have been integrated out,
the presence of virtual D resonances induces three-body
forces. The longest-ranged term involves the intermedi-
ate excitation of a D , with pion exchanges involving two
other nucleons. The two-pion-exchange three-nucleon
interaction was originally written down by Fujita and
Miyazawa (1957):

Vijk
2p5A2pF $Xij ,Xik%$ti•tj ,ti•tk%

1
1
4 @Xij ,Xik#@ti•tj ,ti•tk#G , (2.13)

where

Xij5Yp~rij!si•sj1Tp~rij!Sij , (2.14)

and the two terms are anticommutators and commuta-
tors, respectively, of two operators Xij .

This interaction is attractive in light nuclei. Of course,
other effects enter as well; several groups (Picklesimer,
Rice, and Brandenburg, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c, 1992d;
Sauer, 1992) have performed calculations with explicit
D-isobar degrees of freedom in the nuclear wave func-
tions. They generally find that the attraction from the
long-range two-pion-exchange three-nucleon interaction
is canceled by dispersive effects at shorter distances and
hence there is little net attraction.

Within a nucleons-only picture, several explicit mod-
els of the three-nucleon interaction have been proposed.

One of these put forward by the Tucson-Melbourne
group (Coon et al., 1979), was a three-nucleon interac-
tion based upon a pion-nucleon scattering amplitude de-
rived using partially conserved axial-vector current, cur-
rent algebra, and phenomenological input. This
interaction contains the long-range two-pion-exchange
three-nucleon interaction, but also has additional struc-
ture at shorter distances. More recent versions (Coon
and Peña, 1993) contain r exchange as well as pion-
range forces between the three nucleons, with the p-r
components of the interaction being repulsive in light
nuclei. These models have been used in many different
calculations, and the short-distance pNN cutoff can be
adjusted to reproduce the triton binding energy. The
cutoff dependence of the results is significantly smaller
in models that include r exchange (Stadler et al., 1995).

Another model has been derived by the Brazilian
group (Robilotta and Isidro Filho, 1984, 1986; Robilotta
et al., 1985; Robilotta, 1987) by using tree-level diagrams
of effective Lagrangians that are approximately invari-
ant under chiral and gauge transformations. After
proper adjustments of the parameters, the resulting
force gives results in the trinucleon bound states similar
to those of the Tucson-Melbourne model. Recent stud-
ies of this model are presented in Stadler et al. (1995).

A somewhat different approach has been taken by the
Urbana Argonne group (Carlson, Pandharipande, and
Wiringa, 1983; Pudliner et al., 1995). Given the uncer-
tainties in the three-nucleon interaction at distances
shorter than pion exchange, the interaction is taken as
the sum of the two-pion-exchange three-nucleon inter-
action plus a shorter-range term:

Vijk5Vijk
2p1Vijk

R , (2.15)

with

Vijk
R 5U0(

cyc
Tp

2 ~rij!Tp
2 ~rik!. (2.16)

The second term is of two-pion-exchange range on each
of the two legs. It is meant to simulate the dispersive
effects that are required when integrating out D degrees
of freedom. These terms are repulsive and are here
taken to be independent of spin and isospin.

The constants A2p and U0 in front of the two terms
are adjusted to reproduce the triton binding energy and
to provide additional repulsion in hypernetted-chain
variational calculations of nuclear matter near equilib-
rium density. However, the resulting value for the A2p
coefficient is close to that obtained from the analysis of
observed pion-nucleon scattering. Clearly the energy
levels of light nuclei must be well reproduced if accurate
predictions of other observables at low- and
intermediate-energy transfers are to be obtained. Since
one of the major goals is to tie together the medium-
and low-energy properties of light nuclei, it is natural to
make simple assumptions about the nature of the three-
nucleon interaction in pursuit of that goal.

Undoubtedly the real situation is much more compli-
cated: relativistic effects and a significantly more compli-
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and four-body binding are in fact fairly small and repul-
sive: approximately 0.3 MeV of repulsion in the triton
and almost 2 MeV in the a particle. Similar estimates
for these kinematic effects have been found by Stadler
and Gross (1997) in the framework mentioned above.
The small effect is primarily understood as a cancella-
tion between the change to a ‘‘softer’’ kinetic-energy op-
erator and the revised NN interaction, which must be
more repulsive to yield the same phase shifts. The re-
sulting nucleon momentum distributions are in fact quite
similar in these relativistic and nonrelativistic calcula-
tions (Carlson, Pandharipande, and Schiavilla, 1993).

Of course, other nonlocalities will appear in the NN
interaction. At long distance these are introduced by
relativistic corrections to one-pion exchange, and similar
corrections would be expected in a one-boson-exchange
picture through vector and scalar meson exchange. The
v/c expansion scheme is currently being extended to
treating the nonlocalities associated with one-pion ex-
change. These nonlocalities are required for a fully con-
sistent treatment of the two-body charge operator and
the nuclear Hamiltonian and are naturally present in a
relativistic one-boson-exchange calculation. However,
various technical difficulties make calculations of
heavier systems more difficult within the one-boson-
exchange scheme; more direct comparisons of the differ-
ent relativistic calculations will undoubtedly prove in-
structive in understanding all the results obtained to
date.

Three-nucleon interactions can also arise from the in-
ternal structure of the nucleon. Since all degrees of free-
dom other than the nucleons have been integrated out,
the presence of virtual D resonances induces three-body
forces. The longest-ranged term involves the intermedi-
ate excitation of a D , with pion exchanges involving two
other nucleons. The two-pion-exchange three-nucleon
interaction was originally written down by Fujita and
Miyazawa (1957):

Vijk
2p5A2pF $Xij ,Xik%$ti•tj ,ti•tk%

1
1
4 @Xij ,Xik#@ti•tj ,ti•tk#G , (2.13)

where

Xij5Yp~rij!si•sj1Tp~rij!Sij , (2.14)

and the two terms are anticommutators and commuta-
tors, respectively, of two operators Xij .

This interaction is attractive in light nuclei. Of course,
other effects enter as well; several groups (Picklesimer,
Rice, and Brandenburg, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c, 1992d;
Sauer, 1992) have performed calculations with explicit
D-isobar degrees of freedom in the nuclear wave func-
tions. They generally find that the attraction from the
long-range two-pion-exchange three-nucleon interaction
is canceled by dispersive effects at shorter distances and
hence there is little net attraction.

Within a nucleons-only picture, several explicit mod-
els of the three-nucleon interaction have been proposed.

One of these put forward by the Tucson-Melbourne
group (Coon et al., 1979), was a three-nucleon interac-
tion based upon a pion-nucleon scattering amplitude de-
rived using partially conserved axial-vector current, cur-
rent algebra, and phenomenological input. This
interaction contains the long-range two-pion-exchange
three-nucleon interaction, but also has additional struc-
ture at shorter distances. More recent versions (Coon
and Peña, 1993) contain r exchange as well as pion-
range forces between the three nucleons, with the p-r
components of the interaction being repulsive in light
nuclei. These models have been used in many different
calculations, and the short-distance pNN cutoff can be
adjusted to reproduce the triton binding energy. The
cutoff dependence of the results is significantly smaller
in models that include r exchange (Stadler et al., 1995).

Another model has been derived by the Brazilian
group (Robilotta and Isidro Filho, 1984, 1986; Robilotta
et al., 1985; Robilotta, 1987) by using tree-level diagrams
of effective Lagrangians that are approximately invari-
ant under chiral and gauge transformations. After
proper adjustments of the parameters, the resulting
force gives results in the trinucleon bound states similar
to those of the Tucson-Melbourne model. Recent stud-
ies of this model are presented in Stadler et al. (1995).

A somewhat different approach has been taken by the
Urbana Argonne group (Carlson, Pandharipande, and
Wiringa, 1983; Pudliner et al., 1995). Given the uncer-
tainties in the three-nucleon interaction at distances
shorter than pion exchange, the interaction is taken as
the sum of the two-pion-exchange three-nucleon inter-
action plus a shorter-range term:

Vijk5Vijk
2p1Vijk

R , (2.15)

with

Vijk
R 5U0(
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2 ~rij!Tp
2 ~rik!. (2.16)

The second term is of two-pion-exchange range on each
of the two legs. It is meant to simulate the dispersive
effects that are required when integrating out D degrees
of freedom. These terms are repulsive and are here
taken to be independent of spin and isospin.

The constants A2p and U0 in front of the two terms
are adjusted to reproduce the triton binding energy and
to provide additional repulsion in hypernetted-chain
variational calculations of nuclear matter near equilib-
rium density. However, the resulting value for the A2p
coefficient is close to that obtained from the analysis of
observed pion-nucleon scattering. Clearly the energy
levels of light nuclei must be well reproduced if accurate
predictions of other observables at low- and
intermediate-energy transfers are to be obtained. Since
one of the major goals is to tie together the medium-
and low-energy properties of light nuclei, it is natural to
make simple assumptions about the nature of the three-
nucleon interaction in pursuit of that goal.

Undoubtedly the real situation is much more compli-
cated: relativistic effects and a significantly more compli-
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• 3-body	->	Fadeev approach:	applies	to	both	
bound	states	and	scattering.	Decomposes	3-
body	wave	function	in	3	2-body	ones.	

• 3-4	body:	Hyperspherical harmonics
• ≥3:	Monte	Carlo	methods
– Variational Monte	Carlo	(uses	variational principle	
with	test	functions	to	find	minimum	energy	=	G.S.)

– Green’s-function	Monte	Carlo	(Path	integral,	
imaginary	time,	

Light	Nuclei	– how	to	solve	
Schrödinger	Eq.?



• Some	results:

Light	Nuclei

two- (and three-) nucleon interactions, and found that a
three-nucleon interaction fit to the measured triton
binding energy also produced a result for the a-particle
binding energy close to the experimental value. More
recently, several other groups have calculated A54
binding energy using both Faddeev-Yakubovsky
(Glöckle and Kamada, 1993a, 1993b) and CHH (Vivi-
ani, Kievsky, and Rosati, 1995) methods. Although the
agreement between these calculations is not quite as
good as that for the three-body system, it is nevertheless
satisfactory, as indicated by a comparison of results pre-
sented in Table VI.

With two-nucleon interactions alone, the results are
accurate to within 0.2 MeV. In the CHH calculations the
authors provide an estimate of 0.05 MeV for the error
arising from channel truncation, which yields an esti-
mate consistent with the GFMC results. These newer,
more accurate GFMC results are also consistent with
the older result of 24.260.2 MeV (Carlson and Schia-
villa, 1994a). The Faddeev-Yakubovsky results are
slightly (0.2 MeV) lower than the others. For the Ar-
gonne v18 interaction, recent calculations are in similar
good agreement: the CHH method (Viviani, 1997) yields
a binding energy of 24.11 MeV compared to the GFMC
result of 24.160.1 MeV.

When three-nucleon interactions are added, the
agreement is not quite as good. The CHH and GFMC
calculations differ by approximately 0.8 MeV. However,
the A54 CHH calculation in the presence of a three-
nucleon interaction has an estimated truncation error of
0.4 MeV, and it will soon be possible to perform a
larger, more complete calculation. At present, the best
variational Monte Carlo calculation is slightly higher
than the CHH calculation, but both yield significantly
less binding than the GFMC result, which coincides with
the experimental binding energy. These results should
be considered in substantial agreement. Note that the
kinetic energy in this system is of the order of 100 MeV;
the energies are calculated to an accuracy much better

than 1% of this value. Of course, it would be useful to
reduce the difference through more accurate calcula-
tions.

It is worthwhile to consider other expectation values
to understand the a-particle structure. For example,
while the kinetic energy and NN interaction contribu-
tions are of the order of 100 MeV, the three-nucleon
interaction is of the order of 10 MeV. Hence the two-
nucleon interaction is still dominant; in fact, a further
breakdown of the individual contributions to ^v2& indi-
cates that (1) the short-range repulsion and
intermediate-range attraction are sizable but of opposite
sign, and (2) the one-pion-exchange potential is ex-
tremely important, having an expectation value of al-
most 75% of the full NN interaction. Finally, we note
that the alpha particle has a D-state percentage of nearly
15%, largely arising from the one-pion-exchange inter-
action.

B. Light p-shell nuclei

In the low-lying states of light p-shell nuclei, a consid-
erably different regime of the NN interaction is tested.
Here negative-parity states become important for the
first time. At present, only Monte Carlo methods have
been used to study these systems with realistic interac-
tion models; certainly, this will change in the years
ahead.

Historically, p-shell nuclei have been studied with the
nuclear shell model. Recently, a great deal of progress
has been made in so-called ‘‘no-core’’ shell-model calcu-
lations (Zheng et al., 1995). These yield quite good spec-
tral results starting from a microscopic NN G matrix. As
an average energy constant has been added to these
shell-model calculations, it is difficult to compare the
corresponding results directly with those from the mi-
croscopic calculations described below. However, com-
parisons of the two approaches, particularly regarding
ground- and excited-state expectation values, are likely
to be quite valuable.

The first p-shell ‘‘nucleus’’ is 5He, which is not bound.
The two lowest-lying states are negative-parity reso-
nances consisting predominantly of a p 1/2 or p 3/2 neutron
outside of an a-particle core. The low-energy scattering
techniques described in Sec. VIII are adequate to treat
this system; in the calculations described here the neu-
tron is confined within a radius of 12.5 fm from the a
particle. Assuming this distance to be large enough so
that there are essentially no interactions between the
two clusters, the experimental n-a phase shifts (Bond
and Firk, 1977) can be directly converted to energies.
For the radius chosen, the p 3/2 state is nearly at reso-
nance, while the p 1/2 state is slightly above.

For the AV18/IX model, the GFMC calculation of the
3/22 states gives an energy of 226.5(2) MeV, as com-
pared to the experimental 227.2 (Pudliner et al., 1995).
The 1/22 state is well reproduced; the GFMC calcula-
tion gives 225.7(2) MeV, compared to the experimen-

TABLE VI. 4He binding energies with and without three-
nucleon interaction; comparison of different methods: corre-
lated hyperspherical harmonics (CHH), Faddeev-Yakubovsky
(FY), variational Monte Carlo (VMC), and Green’s-function
Monte Carlo (GFMC). Error bars in CHH calculations are
estimates of the effects of channel truncation.

Hamiltonian AV14 AV141TNI 8

CHH 24.17(5)a 27.48b

FY 24.01b

VMC 27.6(1)c

GFMC 24.23(3)e 28.3(2)f

aViviani, 1997.
bViviani, Kievksy, and Rosati, 1995.
cGlöckle et al., 1995.
dArriaga, Pandharipande, and Wiringa, 1995.
ePudliner et al., 1977.
fCarlson and Schiavilla, 1994a.
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<0.06 MeV21, and hence only the relatively high-lying
components of the trial wave function are projected out.
The two curves are fits to the data for t.0.01 MeV21,
with a ground-state plus excited-state contribution. The
dashed curve fits the data only up to t50.06 MeV21,
while the solid curve includes all the data up to 0.1
MeV21. The latter yields a ground-state energy approxi-
mately one standard deviation below the average from
t50.04–0.06 MeV21, which is shown as horizontal lines
in the figure. A variety of tests of the GFMC method
have been performed. These tests confirm that the
GFMC is able to correct for very poor choices of short-
ranged correlations, but is not able to adequately sup-
press all low-lying excitations within the present limit of
t50.06 MeV21. In order to perform the most accurate
calculations possible, the starting variational Monte
Carlo (VMC) wave functions have been optimized with
respect to the presence of different symmetry compo-

nents in the single-particle part of the wave function.
These small-basis diagonalizations reproduce the stan-
dard dominant spatially symmetric components of the
ground-state wave function that were originally ob-
tained in shell-model calculations.

Ground-state energies for A53–7 are presented in
Table VII, and a variety of expectation values for spe-
cific ground states are presented in Table VIII. In the
tables, the energy is an upper bound obtained from av-
eraging results from t50.04 to 0.06 MeV21. It may be
possible to improve these calculations further. For ex-
ample, it is possible to compute estimates for an arbi-
trary mixture of states with different symmetries, as is
currently done in the VMC calculations. In addition, it
should be possible to place constraints on the path-
integral calculations to extend them to much larger t .
Indeed, such approximate techniques have proven to be
very valuable in condensed-matter simulations.

This is particularly important for studying low-energy
and low-momentum transfer properties of the nuclei.
The present VMC calculations do not provide enough
binding compared to the lowest breakup threshold and
hence have been adjusted to give the experimental
ground-state radius of Li. The radii as well as the mag-
netic and quadrupole moments in the VMC calculations
are given in Table IX. Due to the limit of the present
GFMC calculations to t50.06 MeV21, it is not clear
that they have converged to the true ground-state val-
ues, for this Hamiltonian.

Green’s-function Monte Carlo has also been em-
ployed to study isospin-breaking in light nuclei. The cal-
culations use an average isoscalar interaction and evalu-
ate the electromagnetic and strong-interaction isospin-
breaking terms in perturbation theory. Using the
Argonne v18 model, Pudliner et al. (1997) have repro-
duced the isovector energy differences between the 3H-
3He and 6He- 6Be fairly well, as shown in Table X (Pud-
liner et al., 1997). The isotensor energy differences in-
volve more difficult cancellations and are not as well
reproduced.

In summary, realistic models of the NN interaction
can now be explicitly solved for up to 7-body systems.
To date, the calculations confirm that the standard pic-
ture of these nuclei as interacting through realistic two-

TABLE VIII. Green’s-function Monte Carlo (GFMC) energy components in MeV for A56,7
ground states.

AZ(Jp;T) K v ij Vijk v ij
g v ij

p Vijk
2p

2H(11;0) 19.81 222.05 0.0 0.018 221.28 0.0
3H( 1

2
1; 1

2 ) 50.0(8) 257.6(8) 21.20(7) 0.04 243.8(2) 22.2(1)
4He(01;0) 112.1(8) 2136.4(8) 26.5(1) 0.86(1) 299.4(2) 211.8(1)
6He(01;1) 140.3(15) 2165.9(15) 27.2(2) 0.87(1) 2109.0(4) 213.6(2)
6Li(11;0) 150.8(10) 2180.9(10) 27.2(1) 1.71(1) 2128.9(5) 213.7(3)
6Be(01;1) 134.8(16) 2160.5(16) 26.8(2) 2.97(2) 2108.0(4) 212.8(2)
7He( 3

2
2; 3

2 ) 146.0(17) 2171.2(17) 27.4(2) 0.86(1) 2109.9(6) 214.1(2)

7Li( 3
2

2; 1
2 ) 186.4(28) 2222.6(30) 28.9(2) 1.78(2) 2152.5(7) 217.1(4)

TABLE VII. Experimental and quantum Monte Carlo ener-
gies of A53–7 nuclei in MeV (Pudliner et al., 1997), for varia-
tional Monte Carlo (VMC), Green’s-function Monte Carlo
(GFMC), and experiment.

AZ(Jp;T) VMC GFMC Expt.

2H(11;0) 22.2248(5) 22.2246
3H( 1

2
1; 1

2 ) 28.32(1) 28.47(1) 28.48
4He(01;0) 227.76(3) 228.30(2) 228.30
6He(01;1) 224.87(7) 227.64(14) 229.27
6He(21;1) 223.01(7) 225.84(11) 227.47
6Li(11;0) 228.09(7) 231.25(11) 231.99
6Li(31;0) 225.16(7) 228.53(32) 229.80
6Li(01;1) 224.25(7) 227.31(15) 228.43
6Li(21;0) 223.86(8) 226.82(35) 227.68
6Be(01;1) 222.79(7) 225.52(11) 226.92
7He( 3

2
2; 3

2 ) 220.43(12) 225.16(16) 228.82

7Li( 3
2

2; 1
2 ) 232.78(11) 237.44(28) 239.24

7Li( 1
2

2; 1
2 ) 232.45(11) 236.68(30) 238.76

7Li( 7
2

2; 1
2 ) 227.30(11) 231.72(30) 234.61

7Li( 5
2

2; 1
2 ) 226.14(11) 230.88(35) 232.56

7Li( 3
2

2; 3
2 ) 219.73(12) 224.79(18) 228.00
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FIG. 2: Nuclear energy levels for the more realistic potential models; shading denotes Monte Carlo statistical errors.

mately equal attraction in 3S and 1S potentials, the small
repulsion in 3P, and the large repulsion in 1P. The values
for 4He, 5He, 6He, 6Li, 7Li, 8He, 8Be, and 10B ground
states are 18, 18, 21, 21, 27, 24, 36, and 39, respectively.
With this estimate, the marginal stability of 5He and 8Be
against breakup and the roughly equal binding of 6He
and 6Li are expected. It also provides the order of ex-
cited states and thus the relative amount of mixing, e.g.,
in 7Li the 2P[3], 4P[21], and 2P[21] states get weights of
27, 21, and 15, as the number of S-wave pairs decreases
going from [3] to [21] symmetry, and the ratio of 3P to
1P pairs decreases going from quartet to doublet spin.

For AV6′ and up, the importance of the OPE potential
is evident from its expectation value, which is typically
80% of ⟨vij⟩ [9]. These findings are consistent with the
important role of the spin-isospin interaction in fixing the
shell gaps in nuclei [1], and support a close connection
between nuclear structure and the underlying features
of QCD, particularly the special role of the pion as the
Goldstone boson, and the dominance of spin-isospin and
tensor forces in 1/Nc expansions [2].

We see from the present studies that purely central
nuclear forces are nonsense for nuclei beyond the s-shell,
where it is crucial to incorporate the difference between
attractive even and repulsive odd partial waves. While a
model like AV4′ can produce the energy saturation and
clustering that appears in the p-shell, our model calcu-
lations suggest that obtaining the mass gaps at A = 5, 8
and stable A = 6, 7 nuclei is a very sensitive issue, and
may well require both tensor and spin-orbit forces as in
the AV8′ model. Finally, to get a truly good fit both to
the ground state binding energies, the spin-orbit split-
tings in the excitation spectra, and (in the case of 10B)
the ordering of spin states, we need multinucleon forces.
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Form	Factors	of	light	nuclei
to discuss the electromagnetic structure of the deuteron
ground state in terms of charge, quadrupole, and mag-
netic form factors related to T0

Coul , T2
Coul , and T1

Mag via

A4p

3
T0

Coul~Q !5~11h!GC~Q !, (6.29)

A4p

3
T2

Coul~Q !5
2A2

3
h~11h!GQ~Q !, (6.30)

2A4p

3
iT1

Mag~Q !5
2

A3
Ah~11h!GM~Q !, (6.31)

where h[Q2/(2md)2, md being the deuteron mass.
These form factors are normalized as

GC~0 !51, (6.32)

GQ~0 !5md
2Qd , (6.33)

GM~0 !5
md

m
md , (6.34)

where Qd and md are the quadrupole and magnetic mo-
ments of the deuteron. The elastic electron-scattering
cross section from an unpolarized deuteron is then ex-
pressed in terms of the A(Q) and B(Q) structure func-
tions as

ds

dV
5sMfrec

21@A~Q !1B~Q !tan2u/2# , (6.35)

with

A~Q !5GC
2 ~Q !1

2
3

hGM
2 ~Q !1

8
9

h2GQ
2 ~Q !, (6.36)

B~Q !5
4
3

h~11h!GM
2 ~Q !. (6.37)

A Rosenbluth separation of the elastic e-d cross section
will not allow a separation of the charge and quadrupole
form factors. To achieve this goal, electron-scattering
experiments from tensor-polarized deuteron targets
have been carried out in recent years (Schulze et al.,
1984; Dmitriev et al., 1985; Gilman et al., 1990; The et al.,
1991), leading to an experimental determination of the
tensor polarization observable T20(Q), given by

T20~Q !52A2
x~x12 !1y/2

112~x21y !
, (6.38)

where the variables x and y are defined as

x5
2
3

h
GQ~Q !

GC~Q !
, (6.39)

y5
2
3

hFGM~Q !

GC~Q ! G2

f~u!, (6.40)

and the auxiliary function f(u) is 1
2 1(11h)tan2u/2.

In Figs. 18 and 19 the calculated charge and quadru-
pole form factors (Plessas, Christian, and Wagenbrunn,
1995; Wiringa, Stoks, and Schiavilla, 1995) are compared
with data, after The et al. (1991). The calculations are

based on the Argonne v18 (Wiringa, Stoks, and Schia-
villa, 1995), Nijmegen (Stoks et al., 1994), and Bonn-B
(Machleidt, Holinde, and Elster, 1987) interactions and
the Höhler parametrization (Höhler et al., 1976) of the
nucleon electromagnetic form factors. The curves la-
beled TOT in the figures include the contributions due
to the two-body charge operators as well as to the
Darwin-Foldy and spin-orbit relativistic corrections to
the single-nucleon charge operator. The effect of these

FIG. 18. The charge form factor of the deuteron, obtained in
the impulse approximation (IA) and with inclusion of two-
body charge contributions and relativistic corrections (TOT),
compared with data from Schulze et al. (1984), The et al.
(1991), Dmitriev et al. (1985), and Gilman et al. (1990) [empty
and filled circles denote, respectively, positive and negative ex-
perimental values for GC(Q)]. Theoretical results correspond-
ing to the Argonne v18 (v18 ; Wiringa, Stoks, and Schiavilla,
1995), Bonn B (B; Plessas, Christian, and Wagenbrunn, 1995),
and Nijmegen (N; Plessas, Christian, and Wagenbrunn, 1995)
interactions are displayed. The Höhler parametrization is used
for the nucleon electromagnetic form factors.

FIG. 19. Same as in Fig. 18, but for the quadrupole form factor
of the deuteron.
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A Rosenbluth separation of the elastic e-d cross section
will not allow a separation of the charge and quadrupole
form factors. To achieve this goal, electron-scattering
experiments from tensor-polarized deuteron targets
have been carried out in recent years (Schulze et al.,
1984; Dmitriev et al., 1985; Gilman et al., 1990; The et al.,
1991), leading to an experimental determination of the
tensor polarization observable T20(Q), given by
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and the auxiliary function f(u) is 1
2 1(11h)tan2u/2.

In Figs. 18 and 19 the calculated charge and quadru-
pole form factors (Plessas, Christian, and Wagenbrunn,
1995; Wiringa, Stoks, and Schiavilla, 1995) are compared
with data, after The et al. (1991). The calculations are

based on the Argonne v18 (Wiringa, Stoks, and Schia-
villa, 1995), Nijmegen (Stoks et al., 1994), and Bonn-B
(Machleidt, Holinde, and Elster, 1987) interactions and
the Höhler parametrization (Höhler et al., 1976) of the
nucleon electromagnetic form factors. The curves la-
beled TOT in the figures include the contributions due
to the two-body charge operators as well as to the
Darwin-Foldy and spin-orbit relativistic corrections to
the single-nucleon charge operator. The effect of these

FIG. 18. The charge form factor of the deuteron, obtained in
the impulse approximation (IA) and with inclusion of two-
body charge contributions and relativistic corrections (TOT),
compared with data from Schulze et al. (1984), The et al.
(1991), Dmitriev et al. (1985), and Gilman et al. (1990) [empty
and filled circles denote, respectively, positive and negative ex-
perimental values for GC(Q)]. Theoretical results correspond-
ing to the Argonne v18 (v18 ; Wiringa, Stoks, and Schiavilla,
1995), Bonn B (B; Plessas, Christian, and Wagenbrunn, 1995),
and Nijmegen (N; Plessas, Christian, and Wagenbrunn, 1995)
interactions are displayed. The Höhler parametrization is used
for the nucleon electromagnetic form factors.

FIG. 19. Same as in Fig. 18, but for the quadrupole form factor
of the deuteron.
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More	light	nuclei…

thy, Sick, and Whitney, 1977; Arnold et al., 1978; Szalata
et al., 1977; Cavedon et al., 1982; Dunn et al., 1983;
Juster et al., 1985; Ottermann et al., 1985; Beck et al.,
1987; Amroun et al., 1994). The situation is closely re-
lated to that of the backward cross section for electro-
disintegration of the deuteron, which is in fact domi-
nated by two-body current contributions for values of
momentum transfer above 2.5 fm 21.

The calculated magnetic form factors of 3H and 3He
(Strueve et al., 1987; Schiavilla and Viviani, 1996) are
compared with the experimental data in Figs. 25 and 26.
The ground-state wave functions have been calculated
either with the correlated hyperspherical harmonics
(CHH) method using the AV18/IX model and including
one- and two-D admixtures with the transition-
correlation-operator technique (Schiavilla et al., 1992)
or with the coupled-channel Faddeev method using a
Paris interaction modified to include explicit D-isobar
excitations via p-meson and r-meson exchange (phase-
equivalent to the original Paris model; Hajduk, Sauer,
and Strueve, 1983). The AV18/IX 3He and 3H wave
functions give binding energies and charge radii which
reproduce the experimental values (Viviani, Schiavilla,
and Kievsky, 1996). However, the Paris-based calcula-
tions underbind the trinucleons by about 800 keV
(Hajduk, Sauer, and Strueve, 1983). This underbinding
is a consequence of the partial cancellation between the
attractive contribution from the three-body interaction
mediated by intermediate D isobars, and the repulsive

one due to dispersive effects.
There are also differences in the p-like (and r-like)

two-body currents, which give the dominant contribu-
tion to the A53 magnetic form factor. While these are
constructed from the two-nucleon interaction in the case
of the AV18/IX calculation, they have a form derived
from simple meson-exchange models in the Paris-based

FIG. 24. The cross sections for backward electrodisintegration
of the deuteron near threshold, obtained with the IJL (Iach-
ello, Jackson, and Lande, 1973), GK (Gari and Krümpelmann,
1986), H (Höhler et al. 1976), D (Galster et al., 1971) param-
etrizations of the nucleon electromagnetic form factors, com-
pared with data from Cox, Wynchank, and Collie (1965;
SLAC), Bernheim et al. (1981; Saclay-81), Auffret et al.
(1985b; Saclay-85), and Arnold et al. (1990; SLAC). All theo-
retical results correspond to the Argonne v14 interaction and
include two-body current contributions and relativistic correc-
tions (Schiavilla and Riska, 1991). The Sachs form factor
GE

V(Q2) is used in the isovector model-independent two-body
current operators. Data and theory have been averaged as in
Fig. 23.

FIG. 25. The magnetic form factors of 3H, obtained in the
impulse approximation (IA) and with inclusion of two-body
current contributions and D admixtures in the bound-state
wave function (TOT), compared with data (shaded area) from
Amroun et al. (1994). Theoretical results correspond to the
Argonne v18 two-nucleon and Urbana IX three-nucleon
(Schiavilla and Viviani, 1996) and Paris two-nucleon (P;
Strueve et al., 1987) interactions. They use, respectively, corre-
lated hyperspherical harmonics and Faddeev wave functions
and employ the dipole parametrization (including the Galster
factor for GE ,n) for the nucleon electromagnetic form factors.
Note that the Sachs form factor GE

V(Q2) is used in the isovec-
tor model-independent two-body current operators for the
Argonne-based calculations, while the Dirac form factor
F1

V(Q2) is used in the Paris-based calculations. Also shown are
the Argonne results [curve labeled TOT(DPT)] obtained by
including the two-body currents associated with intermediate
excitation of a single D isobar in perturbation theory.

FIG. 26. Same as in Fig. 25, but for 3He.
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FIG. 25. The magnetic form factors of 3H, obtained in the
impulse approximation (IA) and with inclusion of two-body
current contributions and D admixtures in the bound-state
wave function (TOT), compared with data (shaded area) from
Amroun et al. (1994). Theoretical results correspond to the
Argonne v18 two-nucleon and Urbana IX three-nucleon
(Schiavilla and Viviani, 1996) and Paris two-nucleon (P;
Strueve et al., 1987) interactions. They use, respectively, corre-
lated hyperspherical harmonics and Faddeev wave functions
and employ the dipole parametrization (including the Galster
factor for GE ,n) for the nucleon electromagnetic form factors.
Note that the Sachs form factor GE

V(Q2) is used in the isovec-
tor model-independent two-body current operators for the
Argonne-based calculations, while the Dirac form factor
F1

V(Q2) is used in the Paris-based calculations. Also shown are
the Argonne results [curve labeled TOT(DPT)] obtained by
including the two-body currents associated with intermediate
excitation of a single D isobar in perturbation theory.

FIG. 26. Same as in Fig. 25, but for 3He.
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calculation and are not therefore strictly consistent with
the interaction. In particular, the usual ad hoc treatment
of the short-range part implies that the continuity equa-
tion is satisfied only approximately. Even more impor-
tantly, the Paris-based calculations use, in the leading
isovector currents, the form factor F1

V(Q2) rather than
GE

V(Q2), which substantially increases their contribu-
tion.

In the figures, the curves labeled DPT are obtained by
including the D components perturbatively in the
ground states, as is commonly done in the literature.

While the measured 3H magnetic form factor is in
excellent agreement with theory over a wide range of
momentum transfers, there is a significant discrepancy
between the measured and calculated values of the 3He
magnetic form factor in the region of the diffraction
minimum, particularly for the case of the AV18/IX cal-
culation. This discrepancy persists even when different
parametrizations of the nucleon electromagnetic form
factors are used for the single-nucleon current and the
model-independent two-body currents.

It is useful to define the quantities

FM
S ,V~Q ![

1
2 @m~3He!FM~Q ;3He!

6m~3H!FM~Q ;3H!# . (6.53)

If the 3H and 3He ground states were pure T5 1
2 states,

then the FM
S and FM

V linear combinations of the three-
nucleon magnetic form factor would only be influenced
by, respectively, the isoscalar (S) and isovector (V)
parts of the current operator. However, small isospin
admixtures with T. 1

2 , induced by the electromagnetic
interaction as well as charge-symmetry-breaking and
charge-independence-breaking terms present in the Ar-
gonne v18 interaction, are included in the present wave
functions. As a consequence, isoscalar (isovector) cur-
rent operators give small (otherwise vanishing) contri-
butions to the FM

V (FM
S ) magnetic form factor (Schiavilla

and Viviani, 1996).
It is instructive to consider the contributions of indi-

vidual components of the two-nucleon currents to the
form factors. In the region of the diffraction minimum,
the p-like current gives the dominant isovector contri-
bution to FM

V (Q), while the r-like contributions are sig-
nificantly smaller (by nearly an order of magnitude).
The remaining terms are smaller still; the next most im-
portant isovector contributions are those associated with
D and SO currents (the latter constructed from the spin-
orbit components of the two-nucleon interaction). It is
significant that calculations of perturbative and nonper-
turbative treatment of the D-isobar components in the
wave function give significantly different results. In gen-
eral, perturbation theory leads to a significant overpre-
diction of the importance of D degrees of freedom in
nuclei. This is particularly so in reactions as delicate as
the radiative captures on 2H and 3He at very low energy
(to be discussed below).

Among the two-body contributions to FM
S (Q), the

most important is that due to the currents from the spin-

orbit interactions, and the next most important is that
from the quadratic spin-orbit interactions. These two
contributions have opposite sign, as has been found for
the deuteron B(Q) structure function (Wiringa, Stoks,
and Schiavilla, 1995).

2. The charge form factors of 3H, 3He, and 4He

In Figs. 27–29, the calculated 3H, 3He, 4He
charge form factors (Strueve et al., 1987; Musolf, Schia-
villa, and Donnelly, 1994; Schiavilla and Viviani, 1996)
are compared with the experimental data (Collard et al.,
1965; Frosch et al., 1968; McCarthy, Sick, and Whitney,
1977; Szalata et al., 1977; Arnold et al., 1978; Cavedon
et al., 1982; Dunn et al., 1983; Juster et al., 1985; Otter-
mann et al., 1985; Beck et al., 1987; Amroun et al., 1994).
The three-body wave functions used in the matrix ele-
ments of the charge operators are those discussed in the
previous subsection. However, the four-nucleon wave
function is that obtained in a variational Monte Carlo
calculation corresponding to the older AV14/VIII
model, which underestimates the 4He binding energy by
3% (Wiringa, 1991).

The calculated charge form factors for the A53 and 4
nuclei are in excellent agreement with the experimental
data. The important role of the two-body charge opera-
tor contributions above .3 fm21 is evident, consistent
with what was found in earlier studies. The structure of
these operators is the same in the AV18/IX and Paris-
based calculations. However, in the former case their

FIG. 27. The charge form factors of 3H, obtained in the im-
pulse approximation (IA) and with inclusion of two-body
charge contributions and relativistic corrections (TOT), com-
pared with data (shaded area) from Amround et al. (1994).
Theoretical results correspond to the Argonne v18 two-nucleon
and Urbana IX three-nucleon (Schiavilla and Viviani, 1996)
and Paris two-nucleon (P; Strueve et al., 1987) interactions.
They use, respectively, correlated hyperspherical harmonics
and Faddeev wave functions and employ the dipole parameter-
ization (including the Galster factor for GE ,n) for the nucleon
electromagnetic form factors. Note that the Paris-based calcu-
lation also includes D-isobar admixtures in the 3H wave func-
tion.
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short-range behavior is determined from the Argonne
v18 according to the Riska prescription (Schiavilla, Pan-
dharipande, and Riska, 1990; Schiavilla and Viviani,
1996), while in the latter case this behavior is taken into
account by phenomenological form factors (Strueve
et al., 1987).

The theoretical uncertainty caused by the lack of pre-
cise knowledge of the nucleon electromagnetic form fac-
tors is significant for 3H only at the highest values of
momentum transfer, as Fig. 30 makes clear. The effect
of this uncertainty is even smaller in 3He.

Again, we can consider contributions of the different
components of the nuclear charge operator to the com-
binations,

FC
S ,V~Q ![ 1

2 @2FC~Q ;3He!6FC~Q ;3H!# . (6.54)

As already mentioned in the previous subsection, the FC
S

(FC
V) charge form factor will also include small contribu-

tions from isovector (isoscalar) operators, proportional
to admixtures in the wave functions with T. 1

2 . The re-
sults reveal that, at low and moderate values of momen-
tum transfer, the p-like charge operator is by far the
most important two-body term. This term is more than a
factor of 10 larger than the next largest contribution, the
r-like term, in FC

S , while it is roughly a factor of 5 larger
in FC

V .
Finally, the question of how the three-body interac-

tion influences the charge form factor has been studied
by Friar, Gibson, and Payne (1987) by calculating the
trinucleon charge form factor from Faddeev wave func-
tions obtained for several different combinations of two-
and three-body interactions. These studies have conclu-
sively shown that the effect of the three-nucleon inter-
action on the charge form factor is small.

D. The A56 systems

In this section we discuss the 6Li ground-state longi-
tudinal and transverse form factors as well as transition
form factors to the excited states with spin, parity and
isospin assignments (Jp;T) given by (3 1;0) and (0 1;1).
The calculations are based on variational Monte Carlo
wave functions obtained from the AV18/IX Hamil-
tonian model (Pudliner et al., 1995; Wiringa, Stoks, and
Schiavilla, 1995). The calculated binding energies for the
ground state and (31;0) and (01;1) low-lying excited

FIG. 28. Same as in Fig. 27, but for 3He.

FIG. 29. The charge form factors of 4He, obtained in the im-
pulse approximation (IA) and with inclusion of two-body
charge contributions and relativistic corrections (TOT), com-
pared with data from Frosch et al. (1968) and Arnold et al.
(1978). Theoretical results correspond to the Argonne v14 two-
nucleon and Urbana VIII three-nucleon interactions (AV14-
VIII), using a variational Monte Carlo 4He wave function
(VMC w.f.) and employ the dipole parametrization (including
the Galster factor for GE ,n) for the nucleon electromagnetic
form factors. From Musolf, Schiavilla, and Donnelly (1994).

FIG. 30. The 3H charge form factors, calculated with the IJL
(Iachello, Jackson, and Lande, 1973), GK (Gari and Krümpel-
mann, 1986), H (Höhler et al., 1976), and D (Galster et al.,
1971) parametrizations of the nucleon electromagnetic form
factors, compared with data (shaded area) from Amroun et al.
(1994). All theoretical results correspond to the Argonne v18
two-nucleon and Urbana IX three-nucleon interactions
(AV18-IX), using a correlated hyperspherical harmonics 3H
wave function (CHH w.f.) and include two-body current con-
tributions and relativistic corrections. From Schiavilla and
Viviani (1996).
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